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Familiar face to coach Laker football
■ Laherslook
to continue their
course uith a
new captain at
the helm
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Courtesy of News and Information I

Sem'ffs
Coach Martin is ready to
lead the Lakers to more titles.

Upon hearing the news
that Grand Valley State
University head coach
Brain Kelly was leaving
Allendale for Mt. Pleasant
to be the new coach at
Central
Michigan
University, GVSU Athletic
Director Tim Selgo knew
he wanted someone famil
iar with the program.
“I can tell you, I never

gave any thought to going
outside our staff for a
coach,” Selgo said. “And
I’m very confident in that
choice.”
That choice was Chuck
Martin,
last season’s
defensive coordinator.
“I felt that coach
Martin was the best fit for
Grand Valley at this time,”
Selgo said. “He did a
tremendous job with our
defense. This past year I
think everyone got to see
him in a leadership role
and what he could do.”
Martin has been with
the Lakers for four sea
sons, coaching the defen
sive backs in that time.
Last year was his first as
defensive coordinator.
Prior to arriving at
GVSU, Martin was an

assistant
at
Eastern
Michigan coaching line
backers.
Martin also served as
defensive coordinator at
his alma mater, Millikin
University in Illinois, for
two years prior to his
move to Eastern.
Martin also coached at
Mankato
State
and
Wittenberg University.
Now Martin takes over
the reins of the back-toback NCAA Division II
Champions.
“The blueprint for suc
cess is pretty much in
place here,” Martin said.
“It’s not about the X’s and
O’s. We’re going to run a
similar offense; we’re
going to run a similar
defense; we’re going to
have almost all of the

coaching
staff
back.
There’s not going to be a
lot of schematic changes.”
Selgo also interviewed
Martin’s
newly-named
offensive coordinator, Jeff
Quinn, for the head coach
ing position.
Quinn has been at
GVSU for 14 years and
was considered by many to
be Kelly’s likely successor
should Quinn not go with
Kelly to CMU.
Quinn said that there
will be no dissension
between he and Martin.
“This is not about a
Chuck Martin versus Jeff
Quinn situation,” Quinn
said. “That’s not the case. I
work very well with coach
Martin. I’ve worked with
coach Martin for the last
four years. I knew Chuck

Grand Valley State
University students and
faculty will be taking part
in an annual march in
honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Day Jan.
19.
The march will begin
at the steps of Zumberge
Library at 1:45 p.m. and
will conclude with a pro
gram at the Cook-DeWitt
Center. While the march
will not begin until 2
p.m., students are encour
aged to meet at the
library shortly before the
march to convene.
The march will begin
with a moment of silence
to honor King.
The program that will

follow the march will
feature the GVSU Gospel
Choir and keynote speak
er Susan L. Taylor, edito
rial director of Essence
magazine.
“We really wanted to
bring in a female speaker
because we’ve had male
speakers for the past five
years,”
said
Bobby
Springer, the associate
director of the Office of
Multicultural Affairs.
GVSU
President
Mark Murray will be
introducing Taylor.
The day’s events are
being sponsored by vari
ous student groups and
organizations on campus
including the Office of
Multicultural
Affairs,
Black Student Union, the
Office of Student Life,

the Women’s Center and
Student Services (Pew
Campus).
Springer said that he
hopes that the events on
GVSU’s campus will
draw upwards of 300 par
ticipants.
Springer also said he
hopes to see the same or
better turn out than last
year’s event, which he
described as a “record
crowd.”
Students who cannot
attend the Allendale
Campus
events
can
attend events being held
that evening at Grand
Rapids
Community
College.
GRCC has held MLK
Day events for the past
18 years.
Events planned at

As for next season,
Martin sees the Lakers
success continuing without
Kelly.
“Our kids believe that
with work ethic, and by
playing together, they can
accomplish greatness and
obviously they did it,”
Martin said. “That’s larger
than any one coach Brian
Kelly or Chuck Martin.”
Selgo agrees, saying
that despite the loss of a
popular coach GVSU will
still have appeal to
recruits.
“The head coach is the
only thing that’s changed,”
Selgo said. “Everything
else is still there. We’ve
got a great school, first of
PLEASE SEE
MARTIN, A2

AMU letter cam

King among
ordinary men
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Martin even before he
came to Grand Valley.
Obviously, I’m looking
forward to the new oppor
tunities and new chal
lenges that this new situa
tion presents.”.
*.
“We’re going to get
along the same way werve
always gotten along:
Great,”
Martin
said.
“Coach Quinn is a great
football coach who’s a
fierce competitor and is a
family man. Chuck Martin
is a good football coach
who is a fierce competitor
and a family man. We’ve
always gotten along great
and we’ll continue to get
along great. That’s a part
of the reason that I chose
to keep him and he chose
to be here — because we
have a good relationship.”

paign falls short
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn

GRCC include a noon
march from their Ford
fieldhouse through down
town to the Fountain
Street Church where a
program will be held that
is being put on by prima
rily students from Grand
Rapids area middle and
high schools.
The annual GRCC
march has already gotten

Grand Valley Lanthorn Archives

Past Martin Luther King Jr. Day marches at GVSU have drawn substantial crowds, as shown here during the 2003 march.

commitments from about
1,000 Kent County stu
dents, but GRCC organ
izer David Selmon said
that more participants
would be welcome.
GRCC’s
evening
event,
“Inherit
the
Dream,” will begin at
6:30 p.m. in the Ford
fieldhouse. GVSU is co
sponsoring the events,
along with the IDMA
Ministerial Alliance of
Grand
Rapids
and
Michigan and Vicinity,
Inc.
GRCC will offer free
parking at all campus
ramps for the evening
event.
Springer said that he
hopes that all students will
gain something from being
exposed to the event.
“Dr. King tried to
reach out across the
world with his message
of equal opportunity,”
Springer said. “Together,
we’re only as strong as
our weakest link. Until
there is equal opportuni
ty, we can’t see our max
imum level. Until every
one has a place, a spot on
the team, if you will,
we’ll work to see that
everyone is represented.”

The Association of
Michigan Universities let
ter-writing campaign to
state legislators generated
more than 2,500 letters,
but fell short of the organi
zation’s original 10,000letter goal.
The campaign was ini
tially implemented to help
support funding for higher
education, and was most
easily recognized by its
Web
site,
helphighered.org.
During its two-week
span, which ended in late
November, the campaign
urged students, parents,
university administrators
and faculty to write letters
to state representatives
stressing the importance of
not cutting higher educa
tion funding in the state
budget balancing process
that concluded last month
with the $920 million cut.
GVSU Student Senate
President
Rachael
Voorhees said that getting
students to actively partic
ipate in a campaign of this
nature can be challenging,
but by engaging students
in a process like this one
might “get a student to
write one more letter than
would’ve been written
before.”
Voorhees also said that
there could have been dif
ferent avenues of action
that could have been taken
to help get more students
involved.
Student Senate Vice
President of Political
Actions John Leech said
that although the associa
tion’s program fell short of
its initial goal, that the idea
of the program still got
across to the legislators.
“I believe everything
counts,”
Leech
said.

“They [legislators] do
keep records in their
offices of constituents’
comments and concerns.”
The campaign faced
shortcomings during its
conception,
including
technical errors that pre
vented legislators from
being able to read the let
ters that were being sent.
Leech stressed that
although the goal of this
year’s program was not
met, that the association
does not plan on abandon
ing the effort in the future.
“The timing was a lit
tle off this year, with it
happening at the end of the
year and that’s understand
able,”
Leech
said.
“However, we’re not
going to stop and we’re
working on some new
things that will be coming
up in the near future. We
might be taking some dif
ferent approaches, but
we’ll be getting the word
out to students as soon as
possible.”
Voorhees said that the
shortcomings of the pro
gram were based on the
fact that organizing a col
laborative effort between
15 universities can be a
daunting task and that
many of the other public
universities’ student gov
ernments weren’t familiar
with an undertaking of
such a large magnitude.
Both
Leech
and
Voorhees said that the
efforts of students at
GVSU in particular did
not go unnoticed, especial
ly when state representa
tive Michael Sak asked to
visit a Student Senate
meeting to address con
cerns of students.
“That was an especial
ly pleasant surprise that
was a byproduct of the
PLEASE SEE AMU, A2

Grand Valley focuses on faculty and student expectations
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn

In an ongoing effort
to improve dialogue
about expectations of
students and faculty at
Grand
Valley
State
University, the university
has appointed a new half
time researcher to devel
op an action plan that
will help both students
and faculty see eye-toeye about what to expect
from each other in the
classroom.
Dr.
Donna
Hcndcrson-King,
the

In this
issue*

appointed researcher will
be responsible for gather
ing and analyzing data
from freshman entrance
and senior exit surveys,
conducting focus groups
with students and faculty
and preparing a national
grant to allow implemen
tation of a final action
plan once one can be for
mulated.
Dean of Students Bart
Merkle
said
that
Henderson-King is “an
excellent staff member
who is a very fine teacher
and is a good researcher,
and because of her skills

as a faculty member and
her interest in this partic
ular topic that she is an
ideal person to work with
this whole project.”
GVSU first had atten
tion drawn to the topic of
student
and
faculty
expectations at a univer
sity leadership round
table two years ago.
There a point was made
by several students that
faculty at the university
and students did not have
a similar understanding
of academic require
ments.
“We kept hearing fac

News
Students attended a
memorial service held Jan.
1 for freshman Rachel
Penninga.

ulty talking about how
they wish students would
study more and have edu
cation be their priority,
and then we hear from
students saying that they
want faculty to be more
tuned into them,” said
Diana Pace, one of the
initiative co-chairs.
Since then, the uni
versity has taken up an
initiative
called
“Aligning Faculty and
Student Expectations at
GVSU” and has focused
discussions and commit
tee meetings on getting
input from both students

^7

and faculty. This year’s
leadership
roundtable
focused primarily on
advising and gathering
student input.
’’We want to make
plans for change based
on what is actually hap
pening here,” said initia
tive
co-director
Catherine Frerichs. “We
don’t want to make any
assumptions.”
Frerichs said that last
fall there were three
luncheons held in order
to gather input from both
students and faculty.
“We said that we

Laker Life
A new study says stu
dents are attending
church more often.

should get some people
together to talk about
this, so we invited some
faculty from the faculty
teaching and learning
center advisory commit
tee, some people from
the Seidman task force,”
Frerichs said. “There was
a huge amount of inter
est. I’ve never had facul
ty ask to join a group
before... but we had fac
ulty asking how they
could get on this commit
tee.”
The discussion that
the lunch meetings gener
ated prompted a request

to the provost’s office for
a grant for funding of sur
veys that would allow the
university to get statisti
cal data that will help stu
dents and faculty work
together to form a plan of
action to address the
issue at hand.
Although there is no
plan set in stone yet, both
Pace and Frerichs said
they are working hard
with students and faculty
and with HendersonKing to get statistical
data and more feedback
to find a long-term solu
tion.

Downtown
The Hearthside Gallery,
in downtown Grand
Rapids, offers both art
work for sale as well as
studio space for artist.
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Carbon Monoxide poisoning case dismissed
■ Afinal ruling on
Dec 3 dismissed an
ongoing lawsuit
against GVSU
Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn

After over a year in the
courts the final counts of the
lawsuit against Grand Valley
State University regarding
alleged Carbon Monoxide poi
soning in Laker Village have
been dropped.
The final ruling came down
on Dec. 3 from Judge Kenneth
Post. Post dismissed the entire
case.
Matt McLogan, vice presi
dent of University Relations,
said the outcome reaffirms
GVSU’s administration’s stance
on their housing.

“We are pleased to have the
litigation over with and we
believe it confirms the view we
stated at the very beginning,
which is that Grand Valley
housing was and is safe and that
we have no higher priority than
to house our students in safe
surroundings,” McLogan said.
He also said the case started
on a weak foundation.
•‘This matter did not need to
be in court, and the fact that it
ended the way it did suggests
that our view was correct,” he
said.
The dismissal came after
seven of the 11 charges were
dropped on July 21.
The
case
began
in
September when students in
apartment 10D in Laker Village
began to express concerns about
carbon monoxide. The universi
ty added a second detector to the
apartment, but about a month
after the second detector was
added to the apartment the stu
dents say that a reading of 26

parts per million set off the
alarm. GVSU then paid for the
students to stay in a hotel for
one night and began checking
the apartment.
GVSU then brought in the
Environmental
Health
Resources team who tested the
apartment and the highest read
ings they found in the apartment
was 3 PPM - much less than the
plaintiff’s 44 PPM at one point
in the case. The Environmental
Protection Agency has a limit of
9 PPM for every eight hours to
be safe.
Pat
Smith,
University
Counsel, said she was pleased,
but surprised at the plaintiffs
“walking away” from the case.
“We were surprised that they
walked away when they did,”
Smith said. “I really don’t know
why the attorney dropped the
case when he did. We were
anticipating the case continuing
and our going to trial eventual
ly”

Grand Valley hmtlwrn

The students who made the Carbon Monoxide case against Grand Valley originally lived in 10D of Laker Village.
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Close to campus,
Close to fun,
Close to perfect.
Spacious Floor Plan

Includpd
gas, water,
sewer, trash,
and extended
basic cable

Efficiency- 429 sq. feet
Starring at S475.00

Walking distance
to downtown campus.
One Bedroom- 636 sq. feet
Starans at S525.0C

24 Hour Fitness Room.

of letters, the program was
not a lost cause.
“When legislators hear from
college students and the 18 to
24-year-old population on dif
ferent issues and different topics

MARTIN
continued from page A1
all. We’ve got a great cam
pus, we’ve got great academic
programs, we have a great foot
ball program with lots of tradi
tion, we’ve won two straight
National Championships and a
good nucleus of players return
ing.... So, if you’re a high
school football recruit. Grand
Valley still has a lot to offer."
Martin knows that along
with taking over a program as
successful as GVSU has been
that comparisons to the former
coach are par for the course.
“The competitiveness, the
un-selfishness, the team winning
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is more important then any indi
vidual accolades is not going to
change, so if in that way they
compare me to Brian Kelly...he
believed in it, I believe in it,”
Martin said. “I know Brian
Kelly’s a fierce competitor that
wanted to be great, 1 know I’m a
fierce competitor that wants to
be great. We're going to do it a
little different way, but it will be
the same message.”
So is another National
Championship a realistic expec
tation?
“We will always be fighting
for that goal,” Martin said.
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Tuition reimbursement
available through TPC
Students interested in receiving
tuition reinbursement now have the
opportunity. TPC Communications
is now offering the Bullrush phone
card. The phone card allows stu
dents the opportunity to receive
$18,000 to go toward college loans
and / or tuition. People can pur
chase the phone cards at www.tpccommunications.com. People can
also receive the phone cards via
mail. The mailing address is on the
Web site.

Adult piano lessons
offered at Performing Arts
Adults interested in learning to
play piano can enroll in the Adult
Group Piano Lessons this Winter
semester. Classes begin Jan. 19.
The class will be a two-week class
held on Mondays from 7 p.m. to 8
p.m. in the Performing Arts Center.
Cost is $220. People can register
for the class by calling (616) 331 7180 or (800)690-0314.

Hemlock Crossing to host
winter naturalist hikes
Winter Nature hikes are now
being offered at Hemlock
Crossing. The naturalist-led hikes
will focus on plant and animal
adaptations to the winter. There is
no fee for the walks and no need
for advanced registration. Walks
are being held Jan. 3 at 9 a.m.,
Feb. 18 at 10 a.m. and March 7 at
I p.m. For more information call
(616) 738-4810.

Professional boxing to be
held at OeltaPlexJan.16
The DeltaPlex Championship
Professional Boxing will be held at
the DeltaPlex at 7 p.m. on Friday,
Jan. 16. Doors open at 6 p.m.
Tickets go for $I2 general admis
sion advanced. $17 general admisison day of the fight. $27 and $52
reserved.

Brandon Avery
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand
Valley
State
University’s Criminal Justice
department
has
recently
received a grant from the U.S.
Attorney’s office as part of the
Project Safe Neighborhoods
initiative.
The grant of $630,000 was
granted to the university,
which is considered the grant
coordinator, to redisburse to
six subgrantees in the West
Michigan area.
The six subgrantees were
selected from a wide pool of
applicants, said Jim Bolger,
professor of criminal justice.
The selection committee was
composed of a variety of crim
inal justice professionals from
around West Michigan includ
ing the Calhoun county prose
cutor, director of Operation

■ A celebration of
freshman Rachel
Penninga’s life was
held Jan. 1 in the
Cook DeWitt Center
Cassidy VanWoert
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Rachel Penninga, a fresh
man honors student at Grand
Valley passed away late Dec. 29
after hitting a tree with her car.
Penninga was two miles from
her home in Clarksville when
she fell asleep behind the wheel.
A celebration of Penninga’s
life was held on Jan. 1, where an
estimated 550 people came to
share memories of their loved
one.

Former STYX singer to
perform at GR Symphony

Rod Stewart will be performing
with the Grand Rapids Symphony
Orchestra on March 9 at 8 p.m.
Tickets go on sale on Jan. 17 for
$49.75, $77.25 and $97.25. Tickets
can be purchased at the Van Andel
Arena box office, Ticketmaster
locations, or online at www.ticketmaster.com.

Lord of the Banco to be
performed at BeVos
Performance Hall
Michael Flatley’s Lord of the
Dance will be onstage at the
DeVos Performance Hall on May
11 and May 12. Doors will open at
7:30 p.m. Tickets are currently on
sale for $32, $45 and $55. Tickets
can be purchased at the Van Andel
Arena box office, DeVos Place box
office. Ticketmaster locations, or
online at www.ticketmastcr.com.

Dora the Explore to
Investigate the stage at
DeVos Performance Hall
Dora the Explorer “The Search
for the City of Lost Toys” will be
onstage at the DeVos Performance
Hall on Jan. 20 at 7:30 p.m. and
Jan. 21 at 10:30 a.m. and 7 p.m..
Doors will open at 7 p.m. Tickets
are currently on sale for $ 16,
$19.50 and $26. Tickets can be
purchased at the Van Andel Arena
box office. DeVos Place box office,
Ticketmaster locations, or online at
www.tickctmaster.com.

Weed and Seed, the Police
Chief of Grand Rapids, the
Police Chief of Muskegon and
the State Police commander
for the Grand Rapids area.
“We narrowed it down to
six subgrantees that looked
like they were going to put in
was going to be the positive
reflection of what Project
Safety is all about,” he said.
The seven subgrantees, six
of which were chosen by the
selection
committee
that
GVSU is a part of are located
in Benton Harbor, the Upper
Peninsula, Grand Rapids,
Battle
Creek,
Lansing,
Calhoun
County
and
Kalamazoo.
GVSU is not only control
ling the money, but has a role
in acessing the results of each
of the subgrantees.
“We are monitoring the
financial expendatures,” said

Jim Bolger, professor of crim
inal justice, “but also it gives
us an excellent opportunity to
work with the communities
and see what impact is had for
research and evaluation of pro
grams.”
Bolger said some graduate
students are also taking a role
in the research.
“We are very honored,”
Bolger said. “We have a very
good working relationship
with the U.S. Attorney for
Western Michigan and her
staff and we felt so honored to
be able to work with them on
this grant.”
Project
Safe
Neighborhoods is a program
started by the Bush adminis
tration that targets gun crime
in America through pre-exist
ing services such as U.S.
Attorney offices, according to
the
Project
Safe

12----

2000-’01
2001-’02
Years

2002-’03

*7993-’99 was the average

Neighborhoods.
“Community organizations
are very happy to know that
we are concentrating on the
extra dangerous offenders in
the community that continue
to break the law and still carry
guns,” said Tom Gezon, assis
tant U.S. Attorney.
Gezon also said that in the
future he would like to see
PSN take on more of an pre
emptive approach so that peo
ple everywhere realize that a
gun should not be used in dis-

0
putes anil fights.
Currently statistics seem to
show that the project is work
ing.
Grand Rapids Police Chief
Harry Dolan said in a press
release from PSN that PSN
was a significant factor in the
city’s record low homicide rate
in recent years, which has
decreased from an average of
24 homicides per year during
the period 1993 through 1999,
to 12 homicides in 2001, and
only eight in 2002.

Memorial service held for student

The Barenaked Ladies will be
performing at the Van Andel Arena
on Feb. 11 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets for
the are currently on sale. Prices are
$32.50 and $42.50 and can be pur
chased at the Van Andel Arena box
office. Ticketmaster locations, or
online at www.ticketmaster.com.

Rod Stewart to perform at
Van Andel Arena

Thursday. January 15. 2004

Grant to fund CJ project

Barenaked Ladies tickets
on sale for Arena show

Dennis DeYoung, former singer
and songwriter of the band STYX,
will be performing with the Grand
Rapids Symphony Orchestra on
Feb. 6 at 8 p.m. Tickets arc cur
rently on sale for $36.50 and
$51.50. Tickets can be purchased
at the Van Andel Arena box office.
Ticketmaster locations, or online at
www.ticketmaster.com.
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Rachel Penninga was honored at a
memorial service held in the Cook
DeWitt Center on Jan. 1,2004.
Peninga was a freshman.

Penninga’s friends from
high school wore no shoes and a
tie, just as Penninga did her
entire senior year of high
school. “I remember at our high
school graduation when Rachel
walked across the stage to get
her diploma barefoot, just to
make a statement,” said her
long time friend and roommate
Anne Beenen, a freshman at
GVSU.
Penninga enjoyed GVSU.
Paul Penninga, her father, said
she loved the campus.
She loved meeting new peo
ple and telling them about her
faith in God. She told everyone
she came in contact with about
her faith and would question
him or her about where they
were at in their faith.
“She was never pushy about
her faith. I never felt like she
was forcing me into anything.”
freshman Abbie Blanding said.
“If you asked Rachel ‘What
is your testimony?’ «she would
say for everyone to know the
Lord and she wanted everyone
to be with her in heaven when
the time came,” said Ann
Penninga. Rachel's mother.
Penninga was a member of
Intervarsity
Christian
Fellowship. She sang in a cam
pus choir, was an active volun
teer at the DeVos Children's
Hospital and in 2003 was
named the National Cancer
Society's spokesperson of the
year.
When she was only eight
years old, Penninga was diag
nosed with Osteosarcoma, a
type of bone cancer.
After enduring a year of
chemotherapy, Penninga’s leg
had to be amputated.
Being a cancer survivor,
Penninga knew how to reach
people. “Rachel was always
going out of her way to make
someone’s life better. She

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Photographer

Rachel Penninga was killed on December 29 after hitting her car into a tree. The memorial service was a chance
for friends and family to share their memories of the freshmen honors student.

would always go the extra
mile," her mother said.
Penninga worked very hard
at school because she wanted to
be a doctor.
Her mother said it wasn't
money or the prestige Rachel
wanted from being a doctor, she
simply wanted to heal people.
"She felt that it would be her
job from the Lord to heal peo
ple,” her mother said. “She
never complained about any
thing. She never wanted to sit
out of anything ... never wanted

to miss out. She would try skat
ing and let her friends pull her
around. She just loved to be
involved in everything.”
“Rachel was a good,
dependable friend,” Beenen
said. "I was her roommate and
sometimes we would stay up
late and just talk about life.
Rachel thought about things dif
ferently than I did, and she was
always honest."
“Rachel was such a strong
person. She got it from her
mom,” Blanding said.

Rachel wanted to have kids
someday, she wanted to be a
good mother to her children just
as her mom was to her,
Blanding said.
“Rachel inspired the world,”
her mother said. “She always
had a smile on her face. She was
always happy, never down.”
Blanding said, "Rachel
wouldn't want anyone to be sad
right now. She'd want everyone
to be happy because she’s with
God.”

New web site to raise abortion awareness
Luke Hackney
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The Grand Valley student
organization Students for Life
hopes to raise awareness of
abortion.
One way the organization
hopes to achieve its goal is by
the
recent
purchase
of
www.gvlife.com. The Web site
shows pictures of aborted fetus
es on the main page of the site.

with some of the Web site con
tent provided by www.abortionno.org
“We hope to help Grand
Valley students make an educat
ed choice,” said Matt Kallman, a
student at GVSU and the presi
dent of the organization. “We
will present the facts and correct
distortions so students can make
an informed decision.”
The number of abortions in
Michigan has increased by 40

percent since 1987 and the
majority of those have been
done to women ages 20 to 24.
Last yeiV there were 29. 231
abortions in Michigan (includ
ing 327 in Ottawa County),
according to the Michigan
Department of Community
Health.
An inactive organization last
year. Students for Life has been
reorganized this year and the
members have plans to get their

message to the students of Grand
Valley.
Kallman said that one plan is
for an “awareness week.”
though no dates for the proposed
week have finalized as of yet.
“We expect this week to
occur near the end of the semes
ter,” Kallman said.
“The awareness week will be
the primary focus of our work.”
added Kallman. “We believe the
events during this awareness

week will cause students to con
sider the issue more closely.”
Though they are currently
small organization, Kallman
says he has hope for the future of
the organization.
“Because of our recent reor
ganization, we currently have a
small, committed active mem
bership but we expect signifi
cant growth,” said Kallman.
“We have made contact with
PLEASE SEE WEBSITE, A13

Center adds new senior researcher to staff
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand
Valley
State
University’s Johnson Center for
Philanthropy and Nonprofit
Leadership appointed Dr. Mary
B. McDonald to the position of
senior researcher early in
January.
Dr. Donna Vanlwaarden, the
Johnson Center’s director, the
appointment of McDonald
demonstrates an increase in the
demand for the Johnson Center
to generate and apply research
that deals with philanthropic and
nonprofit organizations.
“It is essential that research

geared towards our communi
ties’ nonprofit sector be academ
ically rigorous and responsive to
nonprofit needs," Vanlwaarden
said. “Mary’s background makes
her an excellent person to
accomplish those goals."
McDonald will be placed in
charge
of the
Michigan
Nonprofit Research Program,
known as the MNRP, which is a
partnership of the Aspen
InstituteNonprofit
Sector
Research F'und, the Michigan
NonprofitAssociation and the
Johnson
Center
for
Philanthropy.
McDonald has extensive
experience in working with non
profit organizations in a variety

of capacities. Most recently, she
served as director of the
Muskegon Family Coordinating
Council. In the mid-80s, she
conducted a successful capital
development campaign while
serving as director of Every
Woman’s Place, which is also
located in Muskegon.
McDonald earned her bache
lor’s degree from Eastern
Michigan University, her mas
ter’s degree from Western
Michigan University and her
Ph D. from Michigan State
University.
The MNRP program was
made to improve understanding
of the nonprofit sector in
Michigan through research.

The program, which has
been operating for seven years
has given $7(K).(XX) to support
32 research projects to help
inform public policy as it relates
to the state’s nonprofit organiza
tions and improve Michigan
nonprofit's effectiveness.
Michigan is only one of two
states in the country to have a
program that supports research
for nonprofit organizations. The
only other state to have a similar
program is California.
The MNRP program current
ly makes use of funds make pos
sible by a grant from the W.K.
Kellogg Foundation. The pro
gram is governed by an advisery
committee that is composed of

Michigan-based nonprofit prac
titioners. policy experts and uni
versity-based researchers.
The committee held its semi
annual meeting in December
where Mark E. Neithercut, vice
president of Program for the
Community Foundation for
Southeastern Michigan, was
elected chairman. He replaced
Elizabeth Sullivan, the vice
president-Program
for
the
Kresgc
Foundation.
Ann
Marsten. president of the
Michigan League fon Human
Services is currently serving as
the vice-chair for the MNRP.
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A man apart
Martin Luther King Jr. is one of the most wellknown men in United States history; a man
whom many Americans hold in high regard. GVL SPEAK UP
Grand Valley State University’s decision to have
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked six community members:
classes on his memorial day fails to do this great
man justice.
How do you measure the worth of a man who made giant strides
toward the goal of racial equality?
You can’t.
For years, GVSU has refused to cancel classes or create a class
room alternative to pay tribute to the nationally-recognized Martin
Luther King Jr. Day Jan. 19. This is an insult to a man who helped
shape our nation.

Are you going to attend class on
Martin Luther King Jr. DayP

King was a strong force during the Civil Rights Movement of the
‘50s and ‘60s. He was an advocate not only for Blacks, but for all peo
ple, in all conditions.
He was also an eloquent speaker, as evidenced by his famous “I
have a dream” speech.
As the leader of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and
a strong force in the Montgomery Bus Boycott, King led the way
toward a peaceful resistance of the racial inequities in society.
After his death, more than six million people signed a petition to
give him a national holiday. He is the only American, besides George
Washington, to have one. The first year of Martin Luther King Jr. Day
was 1986, nearly 20 years after his death in 1968.
Eight of Michigan’s 14 public universities that were contacted by
the Lanthom have canceled classes in King’s honor.

“Yes. if you have to go.
then you have to go. The
other university I went to
had that day off, but you
can still celebrate the day
even if you're in class.”

“Hell no I'm not. We
should have that day
off.”
Julia Knowles
Sophomore
Communications

“Yes. but we shouldn't
have class; There
aren Y any classes at
MSU on that day. ”
Angie VanAvery
Senior
Health Science

Antonio Jones
Junior
Public Administration

GVSU is once again not among them.
The administration has said that it will not cancel classes because it
would cause issues with the academic calendar. The administration
could find a way to rearrange the calendar so Martin Luther King Jr.
Day has no classes every year if they really tried.
There are other alternatives to consider if the administration contin
ues to hold firm on the enforcement of classes.
Last year, Provost Gayle Davis thought it might be a good idea to
create a series of lectures, seminars and assorted other events through
out Martin Luther King Jr. Day that relate to his life and a variety of
topics, perhaps even including math and science.
Other universities have similar ideas, including Michigan State
University, which will be hosting a series of speeches, presentations
and tributes relating to a variety of majors and interests. This is the
perfect acaderpic way to celebrate the changing face of our culture and
the importance of King’s legacy in diversity.
A moment of silence and the march are simply not enough to honor
a man who gave so much of himself to others and died defending the
rights of his, and all, people.

“Yes, but that just means
the semester will get
done even earlier. ”

“Yes, because I have a
paper due that day. ”
Kari Brown
Senior
Health Science

Bridget Dontz
Junior
Secondary Education

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Welcome
to...
Tech
Valley
Matthew Pete
Grand Valley Lanthorn
This week I’m going to get
straight to the point, my love-hate
relationship with Apple comput
ers.
Stop -Hush your mouths until
you read what I have to say.
Yes, Apple was the first com
pany to bring us a true home per
sonal computer. They were also
the first to make huge strides in
innovation for the operating sys
tems you see today, but they are
no longer a huge player in the
computer industry.
I try not to let this hinder my
opinion on Apple though because
this is the'eompany that brought
out Forties Magazine’s 2003 prod
uct of the year the iPod.
Then I am every so often

Lauren Welsh
Junior
Health Science

‘“lt’s been a floocC coupfe of
weeks.”

My $2,500 paperweight
reminded of why I dislike Apple.
Their proprietary use of technolo
gy, their insistence that they
should only distribute their prod
ucts and the hardware they do use
for their computer is inadequate
and slow for today’s software.
Although I will give props to
Apple for making huge strides in
the video editing and music cre
ation sides of the industry, the
PowerMac line of computers is in
no way ready for the average
household.
I used to also agree that a
PowerMac’s ability to run stable
for days on end eclipsed the PCs.
That is until last Tuesday night
when a few of our editors and I
were frantically trying to get last
weeks issue out to print.
During that day our main lay
out PowerMac decided to act up.
This machine is crucial for the
paper to go to print. It has several
programs and fonts that are need

“Yeah, even though
almost every other
school has that day
off.”

ed to polish each issue. We put a
new monitor on the computer and
it seemed to be working.
Just after midnight that
Wednesday morning, the monitor
flicked off and the PowerMac
went dead.
Alright, no problem, we can
just do the things we need to do
on my desk PowerMac, except the
process to print will take about
four times as long. Just have to
pop in a zip disk with the correct
fonts and place those on my com
puter, then nothing. Frozen is the
real word I would use here. Just a
little restart should help this.
Nope, it powered down just not
back up.
Two out of the three main lay
out computers had died in less
than 30 minutes.
We ended up commandeering
another office computer and
worked up a sweat just to leave
around 4 a.m.

The moral of the story is,
never trust a Macintosh to get the
job done, because it will decide to
turn on you the moment you need
it most.
In my few years of running
Windows XP Professional on my
PC it has crashed probably four
times, and even then the computer
would at LEAST turn on to let me
reinstall the operating system. In
30 minutes these two Macintoshes
managed to destroy any respect I
had for the PowerMac line.
Many people clamor over
speed and performance between
the Macintosh and PC. which is
not what I am ranting about.
Stability is first and foremost on
my list of priorities for a comput
er.
Stay with accessories Apple;
leave the real computing to Intel,
AMD and Microsoft.

! V

- Chuck Martin
GVSUfootball head coach on winning
back-to-back national championships
and being named new head coach

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the
Grand Valley Dinthom opinion
page is to stimulate discussion
and action on topics of interest to
the Grand Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints
and offers three vehicles of
expression for reader opinions:
letters to the editor, guest
columns and phone responses.
Letters must be signed and
accompanied with current pic
ture identification. Letters will
be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley Lanthom.
letters appear as space per

mits each issue. The limit for
for letter length is one page,
single spaced.
The editor reserves the
right to edit and condense let
ters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom
will not be held responsible for
errors that appear in print as a
result of transcribing handwrit
ten letters.
The name of the author is
usually published but Inay be
withheld for compelling reasons.
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GVl LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Thanks GVSU Football
Thank you Lakers, for heating
UND.
Neal Coolong,
North Dakota State
Alumni *03

Christianity, tolerance and
lack thereof
I am early to my Environmental
Science class, so I pick up a copy of
the Grand Valley Lanthom. I browse
through the pages, checking some
sports scores, reading the comics
and glancing at the rest of the head
lines. I then come upon the Letters
to the Editor section, which I have
been keeping up with quite fre
quently over the past few issues.
Expecting to see letters regarding
Ted Nugent’s visit as a waste of
funding and other various issues. I
am slighting taken aback to see
another letter referring to homosex
uality on the first page of the Letters
section. There, on page A5 of the
Nov. 20 edition of the Lanthom,
Jonathan W. Kuiper writes his letter
"Homosexuality and God's Law.”
For background reference. I am
not a religious person by any stretch
of the term. However, I don’t
believe that religion is a had thing. I
believe that religion is one of those
choices that people make that does
n't require proof or support. If you
wish to believe in God, Jesus. Allah
or any other deity, mainstream or
cultish. that is your choice to make.
It is not my intent in this letter to
prove anyone wrong.
As we have seen in past letters,
there are varying degrees of reli
gious belief. Some people, like
Jonathan, have a very clear-cut and.
shall we say, old-fashioned belief in
Christianity. In his letter, Jonathan
focuses his distaste towards both
gays and ‘false Christians.’ This is
not a direct quote from his letter or
his own opinion but, from his writ
ing. that is the term I have come up
with. He says “To those of you who
claim to be Christians and yet
preach tolerance: Your ignorance is
truly terrible." To say that a
Christian and a tolerant person are
completely different makes me want
to convey my distaste for ignorance
to Jonathan. From my 14 years of
religion at the Comstock Park
United Church of Christ. I find that
one of the basic characteristics of a
good Christian is tolerance.
However, this is another belief issue
where I cannot prove Jonathan
wrong, I can merely disagree w ith
him.
People in Iraq or France or
Saudi Arabia or South Africa or
Peru do not have to follow the same
rules and laws as we here in the
United States do. They have their
own ‘code of conduct’ that they as a
nation follow. This principle can be
applied to the issue of ‘God vs.
Homosexuals.' The word and law of
God applies to all those who believe
in Him and no one else. If you
choose to believe in God and follow
His rules, good for you. Accepting
religion into one’s life is a major
step in becoming a rounded person.
However, when you begin to
push your believes on others and tell
people that, despite their religious
affiliation or other believes, that
‘God hates them', that is too far. I
say to all the members of
Christianity on Campus and other
self-proclaimed religious advocates
“Worry about yourself!" If gays,
people who wear elastic-waist box
ers. and people who work for profit
instead of ‘God’s Glory' are going
to Hell, what does this mean to you?
You can sacrifice your own lifestyle
for God if you want, but to tell oth
ers that what they are doing is a sin
and that ‘God’s gonna be pissed’,
that is just wrong. Now, I haven’t
read the Bible cover to cover yet.
but I don’t recall ever being told to
campaign against an entire group of
people because I don’t think God
would appreciate their lifestyle.
This isn’t a demand. Instead,
consider this a plea. I implore the
people with strong believes to real
ize that not everyone shares their
beliefs. To expect everyone to
believe as you do is downright
crazy. Thank you.
Matthew J. Gravelyn
Freshman, Journalism

College Republican:
Lanthorn joining the politi
cal fight
On Nov. 20. the Lanthom pub
lished an e-mail celebrating the
success of the Ted Nugent event
sent only to members of the
College Republicans.
Printing the letter demonstrated
that that opponents would, as Mike
Wescott stated, “rise and taint the
public’s view of the event in the
most negative terms possible.”
How can you be more negative
than by printing an e-mail by an
organization’s president to its mem
bers without permission and with
out clarification.
The Lanthorn demonstrated
that Mike's statement is true by
helping someone undermine our
organization and setting a prece
dent which could destroy the
integrity of all student organiza
tions at Grand Valley State
University. Will all private corre
spondence be published for politi
cal gain?
The Lanthom's purely partisan

to shroud it in a cloak of righteous
act also undermines its credibility
ness. Jesus’s message was of eter
as an objective news source, if it
nal love; if you dare to proclaim
ever was one.
yourself a Christian and yet ignore
Would this paper do the same
this fact, then you need to re-exam
thing to the College Democrats and
ine your life and belief structure.
like-minded left-wing organizations
Jason D. Klinger
who urge their members to take
action on an issue, such as oppos
Will you kindly stop whin
ing the Ted Nugent event?
ing?
I do believe that Mike is wrong
about the College Republicans
In response to the latest bunch
starting the war, although 1 am a
of nonsense put forth by Jonathan
member of the College
W. Kuiper, I just have to say that
Republicans.
it's pretty sad., using religion as a
The College Republicans are
cover up for what you really are., a
fighting a battle at Grand Valley
homophobe. Seriously, dude., get
State University in an ongoing war
over yourself and quit pestering the
over the size and scope of govern
ment and whether it’s based on sec Lanthorn readers with your anti
gay comments.
ular socialism (like Cuba, Saddam
Tim McLean
Hussein’s Iraq, China and the for
mer Soviet Union), or the JudeoChristian traditions which are the
“God Is Not Tolerant”
basis of the Declaration of
Independence, the United States
I keep on reading all of the letConstitution and the Bill of Rights, , ters to the editor.. There seems to
allowing the freedoms we all agree
be some stint of tolerance that sug
gests that God is tolerant and he
on, the “unalienable right to life,
doesn’t care if someone is having
liberty and the pursuit of happi
relations with someone of the same
ness.”
David Potter sex or have views different from
Senior the truth. How easy are we to for
get that God is both merciful and
The Tenets of Christianity
just.
His wrath still exists. God
doesn’t change. God is not tolerant.
“Love thy neighbor as you love
If God was tolerant there would not
God.” “Judge ijot, lest ye be
be anything as punishment nor hell.
judged." Thos^ are two of my
Since quoting Bible verses isn’t
favorite Biblical passages. The
helping as it should in this matter I
first, I think, is critical to any
will try not to use it in this letter.
understanding of Jesus’s gospel of
As a Christian and Catholic,
radical egalitarianism. And any
one in the same, I believe what the
body who thinks that Jesus wasn’t
catholic, as in universal, church
a radical has never read the Sermon
teaches. If this day of National
on the Mount. “Judge not, lest ye
Coming-Out Day is supposed to be
be judged" seems to me an explicit
a day where organizations help the
enjoinment against presuming to
people who are struggling with
speak on behalf of the Almighty.
their sexual tendencies, why wasn’t
The leaders of Christianity on
a Christian organization invited to
Campus might do well to consider
participate. Christians are called to
this passage before claiming such
edify each other and to hold each
power.
other accountable to hold fast to
In his 2()th November letter,
Jonathan Kuiper claims that Mosaic the teachings of Christianity. A
Christian organization should have
law (i.e., Leviticus) was used pri
been and should be invited to par
marily to separate the Jewish peo
ticipate for those of its kind who
ple to fulfill their unique covenant
are thinking of coming out. While
with God. He is correct. However,
a person may have these tenden
he seems to pick and choose from
cies, it still doesn’t throw out the
Leviticus. He agrees with the con
window the whole concept of no
demnation of homosexuality, so he
sex outside of marriage and chasti
uses 18:22 and 20:13 as evincing
God’s judgement on gays. He then
ty
A Christian is called to live a
says that the other parts of
life pleasing and acceptable to God.
Leviticus are things "that we can
Even more, a person is to live a
all agree aren’t sins” and are “triv
chaste life both inside and outside
ial”. Hmnim. If one is to believe, as
of marriage. As Christians, we
Jon Kuiper certainly seems to, that
believe that God didn't set up a
the Bible is the absolute pure truth
sacrament for people of the same
of God. then one ought be careful
sex to be joined together as one.
to dismiss any of it as trivial. And
God wanted us to be fruitful and
some Hassidic Jews still consider it
multiply. How can a guy sticking
sinful to engage in a number of the
his peqis into another guy’s anus,
practices that Leviticus decries. In
being able to be fruitful and multi
Genesis 19:1-13, angels at Lot’s
ply. There is no chance for them to
house in Sodom are nearly gangbe able to have children on a natu
raped by the men of the city, which
ral level. The anus was meant to be
the angels see as justification for
a poop shoot, exit-only, a way to
visiting the Lord’s vengeance upon
get rid of bodily wastes. As with
them. Whoever is so foolish as to
the women, how is there a way for
quote this passage ought to read on:
them to conceive on their own?
to prevent an assault on his guests.
There isn't a natural way to con
Lot offers the crowd his daughters
ceive. A man produces the sperm;
to abuse at their will. A similar
the woman produces the eggs.
story (it seems to be based on the
When they combine is the moment
same event) is told in Judges 19.
of conception and it starts the
only this time it gets worse: a con
process of creating a human being.
cubine is ejected into the street to
As for this Jesus thing: Jesus
placate the crowd, and is subse
would have talked to them and
quently beaten and raped. In the
loved them still. AND he would
morning, the master leaves, kills
have told them to turn from what
his mistress, cuts her body into 12
they are doing and to follow him.
pieces and sends them parcel-post
Remember this is the same
to the 12 tribes of Israel. Is this
Jesus that got angry at the sellers in
really supposed to be the sort of
the temple of God. This is the role
morality that God advocates? That
a true Christian should make
gang-rape, woman-battering and
toward those of us who show these
murder are all preferable in the
kinds of sexual tendencies. We
sight of Heaven to homosexuality
should love them, befriend them,
in any form? I think not.
talk to them, edify them, hold them
And on to the New Testament.
accountable and of course tell them
Jesus never mentions homosexuali
that, if they are living a sexual life,
ty. Not once.
to divert from that kind of living.
And he wasn’t the sort who
God created the union between
stayed silent about sinful things. In
man and woman. We were created
the NT, only the letters of Paul
to give glory to God. We cannot
(Corinthians. Romans and
give glory to God if we are not
Timothy) mention homosexual
doing God’s will. And it is God’s
behaviors at all. Since Paul dis
will for man and woman to become
couraged marriage and predicted
one. within marriage, and to be
the Second Coming in his lifetime,
fruitful and multiply. I can only
he may not be the most authorita
hope that those of you who show
tive of sources; almost all Christian
gay and lesbian tendencies are liv
fundamentalists violate his “don’t
ing a pure and chaste life because
get married” directive. Add to this
God didn’t set up a sacrament for
that Paul’s original Greek terminol
you to ‘marry’ a person of the same
ogy appears to be describing gangsex. We were created only for that
rape or the pederasty of the ancient
reason: that by how we live we
Mediterranean (something that we
either give glory to God or we
all can agree is wicked and
immoral), and not consenting rela
don’t.
As for the Kuipers thing: The
tions between homosexual adults,
actions were justified. To any
and it seems clear that the NT pro
Christian thinking of ‘coming out’
vides no clear condemnation either.
So continue the homophobia if
they would have read the quote
from the Bible and actually thought
you wish. Mr. Kuiper. just don’t try

about it. It saddens me to think that
they didn’t go out and talk to some
of the people there. I don't mean
for them to hatefully approach a
fellow Christian and talk hatefully
to them. Since when is holding a
fellow Christian accountable being
hateful toward them? It seems to
me that it would be one of the most
loving things for a Christian to hold
another Christian accountable.
There is no better way to say. "Hey
I want to see you in heaven, please
don’t live this way” than by hold
ing each other accountable.
Benjamin Zomberg

Why listen to a known
racist?
It's painful to see the Lanthom
devoting nearly an entire article to
parroting the words of well-known
race-baiter David Horowitz and his
right-wing think tank, the Center
for the Study of Popular Culture.
David Horowitz has equated
multiculturalism with “fascism" in
his long, tiring campaign against
the great specter of leftism on col
lege campuses. Among the more
recent episodes was his placing
racist anti-reparations ads in many
college newspapers in an effort to
play provocateur. He refused to pay
the Daily Princetonian, because
alongside the ad they ran a critical
editorial. This, from the great
defender of intellectual freedom.
Whether the Bill of Rights
itself has merit is another question,
but to so fawningly regurgitate the
words of a known racist polemic,
while only allotting a single sen
tence to an opposing view is the
worst sort of journalistic laziness.
Dan Bennett,
Alumnus

make the case that a new type of
science (mechanical) could be used
to better understand God’s creation
and, therefore. God’s existence.
The recurrence of the argument
from design in science is not novel.
So. this was not bothersome to me.
I simply took it as an indication
that a physicist like Dr. IX* Young
was trying in his mind to grapple
with complex issues of the conflict
between science and faith.
Brandon was quite right that I
did not object to the above issue
noted, but I did object to errors Dr.
De Young made in the history of
science, including the claim that *
evolution theory cannot but be in
complete opposition to creationism
(this opposition is a social construct
of the most naive kind, especially

coming from a scien
tist.) Also, IX Young used the
trilobite to demonstrate that mil
lions of yers ago there were already
complex life forms, and that this is
evidence against evolution. But
evolution is not necessarily toward
complexity. It simply selects adap
tation. Complex forms in earlier
times do not disprove evolution.
Furthermore, evolution is present in
such simple things as the mutations
of bacteria to resist antibiotics, and
should not be equated, as Dr. De
Young did. with earlier scientific
beliefs such as “spontaneous gener
ation." When I asked him at the
end of the session how his meta
physical interpretation differed
from others such as animism
(because you could use the same
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Clarification of quotation
Dear Lanthom,
I’d like to correct a remark
made by Jonathan Brands in his let
ter to the editor entitled
"Creationism, not evolutionism”
(Nov. 20, 2003) regarding my com
ment that the presentation by Dr.
De Young was “a very interesting
metaphysical account of how scien
tific data can be used to claim that
God created the world." Brandon
generalized when he staled that I
was not bothered by Dr. De
Young's speech. In fact, I was quite
bothered by other things that Dr.
De Young said that Saturday
evening. By “very interesting
account...” I simply meant that the
speaker was doing nothing more
that presenting in new clothes (with
modem scientific data) Paley’s
argument from design. Many scien
tists during the seventeenth century
attempted to do the same, i.e..

ON SALE THIS FRIDAY AT 10AM!
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data in both metaphysical inter
pretations) he ended up admitting
that this was just one possible inter
pretation among others. This
seemed to go against his earlier
claim that one should tell students
“the whole story” and put creation
ism in textbooks together with sci
ence. However, this entails teaching
science together with one very spe
cific metaphysical interpretation of
that science (that cannot be corrob
orated with ant type of scientific
evidence). Should we then also
teach students animism and atheism
to science students?. Furthermore,
on the one hand. Dr. IX* Young
used astronomy and physics to
prove the argument from design,
but then he used evolution theory
(which is scientific) to prove that
"sometimes scientists do not know
what they are talking about." Do
scientists know, or don't they know
what they are talking about? In
other words, according to Dr. De
Young, when there is conflict
between science and religion we
must side with a literal interpreta
tion of the Bible, when there is no
conflict, science can actually help
further the religious project.
In conclusion, it was the double
standard that bothered me. not the
argument from design.
Teresa Castelao-Lawless
Associate Professor of
Philosophy and History of
Science

Michigan Speaker of the
House: Thank you
To the Editor:
Recently, several thousand stu
dents, parents, alumni and members
of university faculty sent letters via

e-mail to my office about the state
of higher education funding. It is
important for the Legislature to
hear your concerns, and I applaud
the 5.(MX) active students who took
time to write to my office.
Protecting our state’s students
has been — and continues to be —
one of my priorities. I’m proud to
have fought to keep the Merit
Award scholarship in tact for stu
dents who do well and achieve,
along with the Michigan
Competitive Scholarship, the
Tuition Grant Program, and the
Michigan Education Opportunity
Grant — all funds that help return
ing students with tuition. I will
continue to fight to protect the his
toric gains that we’ve made in
advancing higher education; how
ever. because of Michigan’s struc
tural budget deficit, we are forces
to ask universities to operate with
less help from the state.
It is sometimes misunderstood,
but the ultimate decisions as to how
our universities balance their budg
ets are not done by the legislature;
the decisions are made by universi
ty boards. Constitutionally
autonomous, the ultimate decision
to consolidate programs or raise
your tuition is made locally and
unfortunately is insulated from any
pressure or direction from the legis
lature.
While your legislature is work
ing to find a means to ensure that
students will be able to afford col
lege degrees and to create highskilled jobs to keep our graduates
in Michigan, I would encourage
you to continue the energy and
momentum you have generated and
to work directly with your universi
ty board to directly affect how your

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT • CALVARY CHURCH
1-96 @ EAST BELTLINE • 6:00 PM

schools appropriation are allocated.
We are studying all areas of the
state budget and are working to
determine the best use of the
resources available to balance the
state’s budget-students need to
work with their boards to do the
same at the university level.
Thank you for your letters and
your comments. I appreciate your
input, and I will be keeping your
concerns in mind as we find a solu
tion to Michigan’s budget problem.
Sincerely,
Kick Johnson
Speaker of the House

Why did you publish my
letter?
To the Editor,
Fellow students: The e-mail I
wrote to members of the College
Republicans following the Nugent
event was of a private nature, and
was intended for their eyes only.
That was its context. I had no
intention of having it published. It
was obtained and then sent to the
Lanthorn, which published it with
out explaining how or why. and
without mentioning my objection to
its publication. 1 spoke with the
news editor of the Lanthorn for half
an hour explaining the context of
the letter, and why I thought it was
a violation of my privacy to have it
published. None of my comments
from that conversation were pub
lished as a disclaimer. If they can
do it to me. they can do it to you:
watch out!
My letter can best be described
as a "pep-rally” speech. It’s kind of
like a speech a coach might make
to his team prior to the big game.
Here's a disclaimer for you: I know

nothing of operatic music. My
members could tell that I was full
of it when I wrote that... just hav
ing fun. I hope you laughed as meu
while reading it, as I did while
writing it! That is its proper con
text.
I think of all my fellow stu
dents with love and respect. As a
Christian, I love them before I love
myself. I didn’t object to bringing
in Nugent, because I knew in my
heart that my fellow students are
smart and mature enough to be able
to handle what he would say. That’s
more than what I can say for some
of those who opposed Nugent...
When I disagree with someone
I might argue a point with them.
Win or lose, I still love and respect
the person with whom I was argu
ing. 1 have no anger or dislike for
those who wrote scathing letters
blasting me personally in the most
recent edition of the Lanthorn.
Instead of reacting with anger and
hatred, please allow me to “turn the
other cheek.”
The nature of American society
is adversarial (especially in poli
tics). Why do we have a two-party
system? Why are court trials a bat
tle between prosecution and
defense? Why will we all have to
compete against others for jobs
when we graduate?
Because my friends, we live in
a society of healthy, civil, profes
sional competition and disagree
ments. We sometimes work against
the interests of others. We some
times clash. Someone will win, and
someone will lose. Denying the
truth of that is counterproductive,
and won’t help anything.
Let the record clearly show that
there were those on this campus
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895-4308
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What Do
These Leaders
Have in Common?

has been
developing leaders for health care,
the pharmaceutical industry, higher
education, biotechnology, business,
engineering, law, and other careers
for 127 years.
It’s one reason
our College is always
ranked among the
world’s best.
College of Pharmacy

channels
\ 1
and urges club members to mount a "strong PR defen
sive”, blatantly defying the view
points of others ("our opponents
will try to rise and taint the public’s
view of the event”). I find myself
thinking involuntarily of a certain
world leader from Texas...
This appeal to his fellow
Republicans to celebrate “victory”
over their “enemies” is an astonish
ing public relations misfire (to bor
row from Wescott’s own war parl
ance.) In willingly submitting his
piece to print (as I presume he did),
Wescott has demonstrated a
remarkable lack of discretion, cate
gorizing many who read it as "ene
mies”. His gratuitous use of com
bative language reinforces the dan
gerous psychology of “us/them” so
prevalent in the dialogue of con
temporary politics.
Wescott’s reduction of those
who would voice their dissent in an
open, academic forum to abstrac
tions of war serves only to erode
and undermine his own credibility
in such a discourse. What he and
others argued (only days ago) was
an interest in “encouraging and
promoting diversity" has been
openly contradicted. It’s clear from
his own language, Mike Wescott
actually has NO interest in the
Regarding Mike Wescott’s
alternative views of others, or in
War Cry: “In Spite of
tolerating difference of opinion.
Everyone”
It’s difficult (if not IMPOSSI
A
BLE) for members of the College
While acknowledging that
Republican club to make an argu
Mike Wescott’s belligerent diatribe
ment for Nugent’s visit as an act of
(“Our enemies have been struck
diversity or testament to free
down”, Nov. 20 Lanthorn) was
speech while essentially telling
originally intended as an “internal
everyone else to shut up — that
memo” or sorts. I remain stunned
their opinions do not matter — and
by the hostility directed toward so
urging one another to launch a ver
many other campus organizations,
bal assault against those who ques
including those who generously
tion their club’s actions and
contributed to the College
motives.
Republican “war chest.” (“Wasn’t
Again: If Student Senate
Nugent’s “INDESCRIBABLE
money was spent for Nugent’s
SUCCESS” funded by "opponents”
visit, isn’t it reasonable that stu
in the Student Senate?)
dents express their concern without
Unfortunately I suspect that
being “attacked”, or subjected to a
Wescott’s address was effective at
“final assault”? Striking enemies
inciting those who respond favor
down and declaring “absolute vic
ably to such displays of militant
tory” doesn't sound like encourage
chest beating. I hope it elicits an
ment of diversity to me.
equivalent response from those
It seems more like fear of intel
who find it contemptible.
ligent debate. I suspect that such a
With blithe disregard for the
war mongering will give attentive,
opinion of others Wescott reveals
concerned students (and those
the ACTUAL self-gratifying agen
“opponents” within the Student
da of the Nugent visit ("We pulled
senate) pause.
off this indescribable triumph IN
I am compelled to wonder how
SPITE OF EVERYONE else’s
flaunting such naked contempt will
BEST efforts to destroy it!”) I
affect future Student Senate alloca
appreciate his consent to publish
tions? On the contrary, through his
this self-damning diatribe, as It ‘J
■ inexplicable willingness to publish
speaks eloquently to the self-sere-'
such a self-incriminating document,
ing nature of the event. This
it is Wescott and the College
Thanksgiving. I am thankful to Mr.
Republicans who have suffered a
Wescott for laying bare the College
deep, self-inflicted wound.
Republicans’ true lack of consider
Brett Colley
ation for those campus community
Assistant Professor,
members outside their narrow
Art and Design
scope (“IN SPITE OF EVERY
ONE...!”)
Wescott’s war cry seems intoxi I think GVSU will go Div
1-AA
cated, his better judgment perhaps
clouded by something the “Nuge”
I am from New Mexico. I’m
would not approve of. More plausi
14. Here is what I think will hap
bly, Wescott was drunk on power,
the power to procure and spend stu pen...I think that Grand Valley will
go to (Division) 1-AA in two years.
dent money regardless of intent or
They are too small now in football
usefulness. I am hopeful that he
to go to I - AA. As for their coach, I
and his cohorts will find sobering
hope he will move to 1-A and
responses printed in these columns
coach for New Mexcio State.
over the days to come. Wescott cel
Jordan Romr
ebrates his club’s ability to force its
agenda (Nugent) through campus
who actively tried to prevent
Nugent from coming. Let the
record also show that they acted
within their rights, and were
respected because of that. However,
if you read the Student Code, stu
dent organizations are encouraged
to bring in speakers (even partisan
speakers) who represent many
varying viewpoints. I think you
could say that we did that.
I have no doubt that those who
have been writing letters to the edi
tor. whose nature is “we’re all for
their (College Republicans’) right
to free speech, but...” are happy
that the subject of our debate has
shifted from our Constitutional
Rights, to me personally.
I think that's a shame, but if
you feel the need to continue to
attack me personally, for a private
letter, leaked to the press, taken out
of context, then continue to do so. I
have thick skin... I can take it.
However, before you do that, a
good admonishment from former
President Bill Clinton (following
his impeachment) should be reapeated: “we must stop the politics
of personal destruction.”
Mike Wescott,
President
College Republicans

Now, a new, dual
degree program
offered by GVSU

Gwendolyn Chivers, Chief
Pharmacist, University of
Michigan Health Service

Gayle Crick, Manager,
GlobaJ Marketing,
Eli Lilly & Co.

Cynthia Kirman, Manager,
National Managed Pharmacy
Program, General Motors

and the U-M can
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Your

Away from home.

on the fast

track to your own
pharmacy career —
saving you time,
and money.

Peter Labadie, President,
Williams-1 abadie, LLC, a
subsidiary of Leo Burnett
Communications

Albert Leung, President,
Phyto-Technologies, Inc.

Robert Lipper, Vice President,
Biopharmaceutics R&D,
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co.

To learn more
about the dualdegree program,
schedule an
appointment with
pre-pharmacy
advisor Dr. Dan
Gerbens, in the
Department of
Biomedical Sciences,
616-331-2829;

gerbensd@gvsu. edu.
Catherine Polley, Vice
President,
state (lovfmment Affairs,
tional Association of Chain
Drug Stores

Larry Wagenknecht, CEO,
Michigan Pharmacists
Association

A University of Michigan
College of Pharmacy Degree
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Also, visit the
U-M College of
Pharmacy online at
www.umich. edu!"pharmacy, email: vlperry@ umich.edu, or call

David Zaccardeili, Vice
President,
MDS Pharma Services

734-764-7312.
Your future never looked
better.
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Candyland game is back in the form of a dance
■ RHA-sponsored
semi-formal dance
will have a
“Candyland" theme.
AJ Colley
Grand Valley Lanthorn

While President’s Ball is
just around the corner, the

Residence Housing Association
invites students to their winter
semi-formal on Jan. 17. This
year’s theme will be “Candy
Land” and will feature ice
cream and cotton candy. The
dance will be located in the
Pere Marquette room in
Kirkhof Center. Starting at 9
p.m. and ending at midnight,
the semi-formal is free for all
students interested in attending.
It’s an RHA tradition, said

Whitney White, RHA semi-for
mal co-chairman. She said last
year about 150 students attend
ed, but said she believes more
students will show up for this
year’s dance.
“We focused more advertis
ing and we’ve gotten a lot more
help,” said Kevin Conn, RHA
Vice President of fundraising
and semi-formal co-adviser. He
said that the dance is a good
alternative to the President’s

Ball because it’s completely
casual and takes students back
to their childhood, as opposed
to the more “grown-up” atmos
phere of President’s Ball.
White and Conn are both
planning to attend to the semiformal and said they are look
ing forward to the festivities.
RHA members have been
planning this event since
November, using faculty advis
er Dawn Schavey as a resource.

In an area like Allendale,
which is set in the so-called
“Bible Belt of Michigan,” it may
not be surprising that a recent
study found that 73 percent of
college students say their spiri
tual beliefs helped shape their
identities.
The study, conducted by the
University of California — Los
Angeles, asked 3,600 partici
pants, mostly juniors —. from 46
public and private universities
around the nation about their
feelings on spirituality and reli
gious matters.
It showed that over twothirds of respondents cared
about the subject of spirituality
and that 70 percent had attended
some kind of religious service in
the past year. An additional 78
percent have discussed issues of
spirituality with friends and
family members.
This comes as no surprise to
history professor Jim Goode,
Muslim Student Association
adviser. Even if religion is only a
small part of a student’s life, he
said, “who isn’t going to say
religion is important?”
Goode said in the short his
tory of the Muslim Student
Association, they have main
tained their numbers with six
active members, with more peo
ple attending special events,
such as the breaking of the fast
for Ramadan.
Researchers of the survey
suggest that professors Find a
way to encourage student explo
ration of spiritual issues. Goode
said teaching about religions
when it is relevant to course
material and answering student

questions is a step in the right
direction.
He likes to teach students
about the Muslim religion
before delving into the history of
Islamic countries because he
says it gives students a better
understanding of events.
“I try to answer the questions
that students raise,” Goode said,
“as well as dispel stereotypes
that they may have. I also like to
take my class to Dearborn,
Mich, to see the Islamic commu
nity and meet at a mosque.”
In recent years, Goode has
seen a slight increase in the reli
gious interests of his students.
“All of my classes are currently
full to overflowing,” he said,
“but they have been pretty regu
larly Filled in the past.”
Despite the increased inter
est in religion-related classes,
other campus religious groups
have yet to see any changes.
Christianity on Campus, has
not seen an increase in interest.
Their numbers have been steady
with an average of Five to 10 vis
itors at each meeting for the past
few years, said Brad Vander
Veen, new Christianity on
Campus president.
But the group has seen its
highs and lows during that time.
“Over the past few years, the
meetings have been attended by
as few as Five and as many as 50
[students|,” Vander Veen said.
Although religious tolerance
is considered commonplace
these days, Vander Veen said
that at times his views rub peo
ple the wrong way.
“I hold strongly to Christian
principles as they are taught in
the Holy Scriptures,” he said. “I
come across many people who
Find my reformed views very old
fashion.”

and have fun,” Schavey said.
“Dancing is always fun.”
White and Conn estimate
that the RHA semi-formal has
been a tradition of the past 10
years. It has always been host
ed this time of year, Schavey
said. It acts as a preparatory
dance for students looking to
go to President’s Ball in
February as well as a dance that
stands on its own for students
looking to have a good time.

New NSSE findings

Students getting
more spiritual
Brandi Teer
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Schavey said she, for the most
part, lets the students do all of
the planning, but acts as a
resource when she’s needed.
“I get the fun job of helping
them to shop and give them
feedback as they need it,” she
said. “We did just shop for it
and it was a quite exciting
time.”
“1 think it’s another week
end programing opportunity for
students to stay here, gather

■ New survey find
ings explore all dif
ferent aspects of stu
dents’ educational
engagement
AJ Colley
Grand Valley Lanthorn
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Students attend church in the Cook- Dewitt Center on Sundays on GVSU’s
Allendale Campus.

Goode said that tolerance
only means that a religious
group is able to meet and prac
tice. It has little to do with
acceptance or equality.
While Catholic and non-

denominational services are held
in Cook-Dewitt every Sunday,
there are no Muslim prayer serv
ices. Muslim students must trav
el to either Muskegon or Grand
Rapids to Find a mosque.

Some students are spending
more time with professors than
other students, according to the
findings of a survey. The
National Survey of Student
Engagement shows that chem
istry majors have significantly
more student-faculty interaction
than any other major. Business
majors show the least interac
tion.
The survey encompassed
437 four-year colleges, repre
senting about 145,000 students
nationwide. Although Grand
Valley State University does not
participate in the survey. Central
Michigan University, Wayne
State University and other
Michigan schools are partici
pants.
Other findings of the survey
suggest education is becoming
more technological. An over
whelming 80 percent of students
reported that instructors fre
quently required them to use
information technologies (the
World Wide Web, Internet, etc.)
in their academic work. Another
two-thirds of students respondedthat instructors use these same
technologies to teach their
courses. Meanwhile, instructors
at GVSU use Blackboard and
other technological resources to
teach students and keep them
engaged.
More students are also com
municating online, according to
the survey, with 54 percent of
respondents reporting that they
frequently communicated with
classmates online in order to

complete academic work. Also,
62 percent of students said they
frequently used e-mail to clarify
assignments with professors.
Measuring student and fac
ulty engagement, the survey
returns
university-specific
results to the universities for
their reference. Colleges pay to
have NSSE to test their stu
dents’ engagement.
“Engagement is a critical
factor in the educational
process,” said George Kuh,
NSSE director and Indiana
University Bloomington profes
sor of higher education,
“because the more time and
energy students devote to
desired activities, the more like
ly they are to develop the habits
of the mind that are key to suc
cess after college including par
ticipating in civic affairs.”
Five benchmarks are used in
the survey to provide compara
tive standards in determining
how colleges contribute to
learning. These benchmarks are
the level of academic challenge,
active and collaborative learn
ing, student-faculty interaction,
enriching educational experi
ences and supportive campus
environment.
“Without persuasive evi
dence of the patterns of student
engagement, administrators and
faculty remain blind to impor
tant aspects of the undergraduate
experience,” said Lee Shulman,
president of The Carnegie
FQundation
for
the
Advancement of Teaching.
While the Findings showed
varied levels of engagement,
one statistic stood consistent 87 percent of participants
reported that their peers at least
“sometimes” copy and paste
information from the Internet
for reports/ papers without cit
ing the source.
Another part of the survey
seems to disprove the idea of
PLEASE SEE NSSE, A13

Computer gamers seek other students for competitive squad
Matthew Verdonk
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Big names in sports like Derek
Jeter, LeBron James and Kobe
Bryant are heard and seen all over
the media. As a result of the
upsurge of competitive online
computer gaming in the last
decade, soon you may be hearing
the names of prominent computer
gamers.
The hum of computer fans,
complimented by the pounding of
keyboards and rapid clicking of
mice can be heard emanating from
tiny garages and basements to the
conference halls of hotels all over
the United States. In these places,
computer gamers gather to square
off to show just how good they
really are, face-to-face rather than
over the Internet.
Grand Valley State University
gamers have caught the craze that
has been sweeping the nation and
the world and are beginning to
organize their numbers.
"There needs to be a way

where more people can become
more interested in gaming through
making clubs or getting informa
tion on meetings,” said Eric
Engstaim, a freshman CounterStrike player at GVSU. "That can
only be achieved by actively
going out and Finding these people
by putting up posters and things
like that.”
“Counter-Strike” is the game
that started it all. A modification of
the popular First-person shooter
“Half Life,” it quickly found a
home on the hard drives of gamers
all over the world.
Today, numerous amateur
leagues exist and give aspiring
gamers the opportunity to assem
ble teams and play against each
other via the Internet in a struc
tured format. The Cyberathlete
Amateur League carries the
largest number of teams and has
four divisions for “CounterStrike” based on skill.
Engstrom hopes that eventual
ly GVSU will be able to Field a
team of five students to get the
university’s name out there. “The
game is much more enjoyable

when you can play with people
you know,” he said.
A team composed mainly of
GVSU students recently attended
a “Counter-Strike” tournament in
Saginaw. At these tournaments,
gamers set their computers up and
link them together via a Local
Area Network connection, much
like the one on campus, allowing
instant communication amongst
the computers.
They came away from the
two-day event with a first-place
showing.
“Going to tournaments is
much more fun than playing
online." Engstrom said. “It's a
way of showing the skill level that
you have attained with your group
and there is a competitive nature
to it you can't get otherwise.”
These tournaments take place
all over the United States and in
Europe. However, very few teams
are good enough to get sponsored
and travel to different countries,
solely to play computer games.
But Team 3D, one of the best
“Counter-Strike” teams in the
world, recently earned a sponsor

ship from popular computer sector
companies
NVIDIA
and
CompUSA.
Global Gaming League CEO
Eric Rollman said in an interview
with Wired Magazine that the goal
is to tum gaming into a spectator's
sport and that he wants the events
to be about the gaming lifestyle,
not just the games themselves.
The biggest of these tourna
ments,
The
Cyberathlete
Professional League, takes place
in Dallas every year in December
and July. The total cash purse for
the "Counter-Strike” tournament
this December was $100,000 with
$30.(XX) to the winning team.
“We're at a point of explosive
growth,” said CPL founder Angel
Munox in an interview with Wired
Magazine. “The problem is that
things are fantastic. We have to
limit events right now.”
The growth of the gaming
community at GVSU is mirroring
that same growth all over the
world. Gamers have begun meet
ing on campus to discuss the
future of competitive gaming at
the university.

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Computer gaming is a rapidly growing trend among young people all over
the world. Above, a group of young adults are involved in a gaming
tournament which is becoming more and more popular at GVSU.

Maybe some day GVSU stu
dents will be traveling to Dallas to
compete against teams from

France, Sweden, Korea and
Germany. But it has to start some
where.

United States Congress considers lowered prices for college textbooks
AJ Colley
Grand Valley Lanthorn

At the beginning and end of
every semester, there is a com
mon mind frame among students
across the country — buying and
selling textbooks. At the begin
ning of the semester bookstores
are swamped with students pur
chasing arm loads of books often
totaling hundreds of dollars.
Lines of students attempting to
return these books at a margin of
price appear at the end the
semester. Through all of this, at
least one student is bound to
complain about the price of text
books. However, one member of
Congress is trying to put a stop

to this.
On Nov. 20 Congressman
David Wu, (D-Ore.), member of
the
House
Education
Committee, introduced a bill
that, if passed, would begin an
investigation into the price of
textbooks for American stu
dents.
“American college students
should not have to pay double
what overseas students pay for
identical college textbooks,” Wu
said in his statement. “The pric
ing practices of the college text
book industry defy common
sense, and today I am announc
ing legislation to get to the bot
tom of it.”
What Wu is referring to is
the practice among publishing

companies to release interna
tional editions of textbooks.
These textbooks are often identi
cal, but bear different price tags
than those of American editions.
“1 think that the very essence
of an international version of a
book points out the sheer and
utter hypocrisy of what they
[publishers) are doing,” said
Brian Page, general manager of
Brian’s Books. “1 don’t know
how they can justify charging
me $90 for a book that they tum
around and sell in Europe for
$35.”
Page said he’s seen a con
stant increase in textbook prices
since he began working in the
industry.
“Fve been in this business

for 15 years and when I first
started every book was $40,” he
said. “When they were new they
were $40 and when they were
used they were $30. So in 15
years they have double and
tripled in price. So they’ve out
paced inflation over the last 12
to 15 years and I think it’s utter
ly ridiculous.”
University Bookstore Text
Manager Tony Glaab said he
believes students often think it’s
the bookstore that charges too
much but they have a standard
markup that they’ve continually
lowered in an effort to make
bwks more affordable. Glaab
related textbook prices to those
of prescription drugs in the
United States and abroad. He

said there are still Americans
going to Canada to purchase
medication due to the signifi
cantly lower prices there.
Similarly, there has been chatter
about UBS selling international
editions at lower prices for stu
dents.
“We haven’t done it yet,"
Glaab said. “We’ve had some
very, very preliminary discus
sions about stocking them for
next fall, but if by next fall
something happens congressionally, we may not have to do it.”
“If they do. we will,” Page
said when asked about stocking
international editions.
Mind On Statistics (with
CD-ROM) is a textbook sold in
UBS for STA 215, introduction

to applied statistics. This book’s
price if purchased new is $93.95.
This same book’s international
counterpart is £34.99 ($62.59)
on the publisher’s Web site, a
difference of $31.36.
Another issue is that publish
ers will only sell a hard-cover
book in America and sell the
paperback edition international
ly, while paperbacks arc general
ly less expensive than hardcover
books. This can be easily
observed from publishers’ Web
sites as well as retail Web sites
selling textbooks.
Although there's no telling if
Wu will be successful in his
attempts to lower textbook
prices, Page and Glaab remain
doubtful but hopeful.
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Eric Gallippo, Downtown Editor
downtoun(glantbom.com

Downtown Parking Ramp Progress Promising
Grand
Valley
State
University’s Pew Campus this
semester may notice a new
sign of hope for the future
while making the laps around
the Seward Lot.
Construction has begun in
the lot’s north end for a
parking garage, which James
Moyer, director of Facilities
Planning at GVSU, said is
expected to meet the existing
demand for parking spaces at
Pew Campus.
“Progress is well underway,”

■ Downtown
parkhig ramp is
making progress,
expected to open in
August 2(X)4
Eric Gallippo
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Students
desperately
searching for a place to park at

Moyer said.
The building’s foundation is
about 20 percent in place, he
said, and pre-made elements of
the structure will start in the
manufacturing
plant
next
week.
The architectural style of the
new
structure
will
be
consistent with other Pew
Campus buildings and will be
made
from
the
similar
materials as the DeVos Center
and student housing, he said.
Once finished, Moyer said

the $20 million garage will
provide students and staff with
an additional 950 parking
spaces, increasing the current
number of spaces from 2,450
to about 3,200. It will also put
students
closer
to
the
classrooms in the DeVos
Center, he said.
“Students will need to learn
new skills and practices
associated with parking in a
structure,” Moyer said.
“The safety of any ramp
totally depends on staffing and

the systems that you have in
place,” said Allen Wygant,
director of Public Safety for
the Pew Campus.
Wygant said he is sure GVSU
will build a safe ramp, but
what is also important is that it
is perceived as being safe.
Parking ramps, Wygant said,
often have an inherently unsafe
feel to them.
A lot of this, he said, has to
do with how well the structure
is lighted or how it is painted.
Usage plays a big part as well.

he said, and that he would like
to see the ramp become a hub
of activity. Measures to ensure
this, such as shuttle stops there,
are being considered, but
Wygant does not think it will
be a problem.
“This is something students
are going to like,” he said.
“They’re going to want to park
here.”
Construction on the garage,
which began on Dec. 8, is
scheduled to be finished by
August 2004.

Unique art at Heartside Gallery
Eric Gallippo
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Brian fosefowicz

Front window of the Heartside Art Gallery displays local artist’s
work for sale that range from paintings, sculptures and weaving to
other art.

Pencil sketches, pieces of
quilt work and paintings line
the walls of Heartside Gallery
located at 54 S. Division Ave.
They depict scenes varying
from the Garden of Eden to
life underwater to the abstract
and indecipherable.
Price tags accompany all of
the work and range from as
low as $7 for a small portrait
on paper to as high as $150
for a large nature scene on
canvas.
For each piece that is sold,
90 percent of the money is
given to the respective artist
and 10 percent goes toward
buying more supplies.
Heartside Gallery is a
studio space and gallery that
was created for the lowincome Heartside community
where local artists can come

and create, exhibit and even
sell their works to the public.
“What happens there is
almost a combination of arttherapy
and
economic
development,”
Gallery
Administrator Ruth Swier
said.
She and her husband Glen
took over Heartside Ministry
11 years ago.
Originally
planning on
offering a more traditional
education to local residents,
Swier said she found that
there were a lot of very gifted
artists in the area and started
to put together a box of
supplies.
That box turned into a small
room and a space in the
ministry’s basement until a
few
years
ago
when
renovations
were
made
creating the current location
adjunct to Heartside Ministry.
Today, along with painting
and drawing, artists work on

weaving, sewing, pottery,
walking-stick
making,
leather-work
and
wood
working.
A core group of about 15
artists visit the studio to work
on their pieces throughout the
week, Swier said, many of
whom are self-taught. She
said this type of uninstructed,
“outsider” art often has a
naive and honest look to it.
Although
it
is
widely
collected on the East coast,
she said, it is something
different from what people
are used to seeing in the
Midwest.
Swier said that works from
the
gallery
have
been
featured in shows by the
UICA and that many works
were on display for a recent
show taking place at Fountain
Street Church in conjunction
with a visit from artist Harry
Ahn, who specializes in
portraits of the homeless.

Lori Weddington, who has
resided in Heartside for the
past three years and been
sporadically involved with
the gallery, is working on a
series
of
hand-crafted
pillows, and said that she
appreciates
the
supplies
provided there.
“There’s
some
really
creative people down here,”
she said. “Some of the art
looks better than what you
see in an art gallery.”
Empowerment and getting
beyond
negative
circumstances, Glenn Swier
said, is a big part of what
Heartside Ministry is about.
“People, no matter how
hopeless, have value and
deserve respect and they'll
find it here,” he said.
“A lot of folks... their day
is pretty dismal,” Swier said.
“This is a bright spot for
them.”

New buses offer
different option
Eric Gallippo
Grand Valley Lanthorn
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Getting back and forth
between Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale and Pew
campuses by bus should take a
little less time this semester,
thanks to expanded campus
connector services.
Since the start of the winter
2004 semester, GVSU started
running four buses per hour
between the two campuses,
improving from 20-minute to
15-minute service between 7
a.m. and 6 p.m. The off-campus
apartment shuttle service was
also extended until 11 p.m.
The change, said Lisa Haynes,
director of operations for the
Pew Campus and Regional
Center, came as a direct result of
the parking forums held last
semester. She said that it was the
students who voiced a need for
more bus service.
It saves money as well as the
environment, Haynes said, and
gives students more time to
sleep, study or get to know each
other.
“More people on a bus
decreases the need for vehicles,
which helps everybody,” she
said.
Student rides have more than
doubled from 1,200 per day in
the fall semester of 2002 to
2.600 in fall of 2003.
Haynes said she would like to
encourage students to continue
riding as well as to offer ideas
and suggestions.
“As students use the transit
system, that’s how the system
gets enhanced,” she said. “If
people continue to ride, I think

the university fully supports
transportation.”
Haynes said that it is about
more than people getting on a
bus, but creating what she calls a
“Culture of Transit.”
“It’s a whole philosophy,” she
said.
Student Senate played a major
role by working with the Rapid,
different student organizations,
housing staff and freshman
orientation to get new services
into place and inform students
about them Haynes said.
The
need
for
better
transportation. Student Senate
President Rachel Voorhees said,
has been a focus of the Senate
for the last 10 years and they
approached the administration
with their desire to improve the
system while they were working
on parking reforms at GVSU.
“Thanks to the cooperation
between the students and the
administration, collectively we
were able to increase service,”
Voorhees said.
Student Senate, she said, is
pleased to work with the Rapid
and the administration on
making transportation easier.
“I think the more frequent, and
longer running, transportation
between our two main campuses
and to and from the off-campus
apartments will allow more
students to actively participate
in campus life.” Voorhees said.
“Mass transportation is vital to
the life of GVSU, especially due
to our ‘one university, many
campuses’ philosophy.”
For more information on
GVSU bus services and
schedule
times
go
to
www.ridetherapid.org.
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The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
hiring an editorial cartoonist
and staff writers for all
sections.
Please fill out an application
at 100 Commons.
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Laker’s reputation grows among coaches
■ The dedication
Grand Valley foot
ball players put into
their game has been
noticed by coaches
Jayson Bussa
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Talented, athletie, disci
plined and determined.
Those are just a few words
used to describe Grand Valley
State University’s football pro
gram by opposing coaches.
Over the last decade the
Laker's football squad has gone
from mediocrity to national
powerhouse.

Findlay head coach Dan
Simrell states simply; “They are
kind of like the New York
Yankees of Division II football,”
Simrell said.
Simrell continued by label
ing the Lakers as “the best team
in the nation for Division II
without a doubt. I’m sure they
have weaknesses, but they cover
them up well with their speed
and quickness both on offense
and defense.”
Five years ago, GVSU was
running among the middle of the
Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference pack.
Three national championship
game appearances trips and two
titles later, the Lakers have
gained a reputation not only
around the conference, but
throughout the entire nation.

GVSU is now viewed in a
much different light.
Coaches around the GLIAC
conference have nothing but
praise for the Lakers as they rep
resent the area well by advanc
ing deep in to the playoffs yearin and year-out.
Keith Otterbein, head coach
Hillsdale, has witnessed the
transformation, and is now
aware that the Lakers is one of
the top teams throughout the
nation. This year, Otterbein and
his squad fell to the Lakers by a
score of 37-24. He counts
GVSU as the toughest competi
tion while sustaining a good
relationship with now former
Laker head coach Brian Kelly.
“When talking about Grand
Valley football, the first thing
that comes to my mind is me

beating coach Kelly in golf,”
Otterbein joked. “Then I deal
with football.
“This year their defense is
strong,” Otterbein said. “They
have improved greatly on
defense since last year while
maintaining a strong offense as
well.” The strength of the Laker
defense has been especially
prevalent during the playoffs as
they held their final opponents to
three points a piece.
After graduating much of
their high-powered offense from
last year, the Lakers still contin
ue to put many points on the
board.
“A lot of the guys this year
didn’t have a lot of experience
behind the seniors that con
trolled the teams last year, but
guys like Cullen Finnerty have

done a good job stepping up and
taking over where last year’s
seniors have left off.” Otterbein
said.
The only team to defeat the
Lakers in this 2003 season was
Saginaw Valley State University.
Cardinal coach Randy Awery
recognizes the talent on the
Laker squad, and counts them as
a major rival.
“We’ve had a lot of phenom
enal games against Grand
Valley,” Awery said. “We went
50/50 with them this year and
now count them as one of our
new biggest rivals.”
Awery opts to compliment
not only the explosive defensive
of the Lakers, but also their
offense. “They have a lot of
strengths defensively, and they
also rack up 40 odd points a

game,” Awery said.
As for pinpointing weak
nesses, Awery isn’t as quick to
respond. “I can’t really think of a
weakness they have,” Awery
said. “If I knew a weakness, I
would have tried to exploit it
during the playoffs.”
Additional strengths of
GVSU are an impressive univer
sity and educational facilities
that aid in the recruitment
process.
“Grand Valley has a great
campus with a good football
program,” Awery said. “That’s
very attractive for incoming
players and GVSU does a good
job going out and getting their
talent instead of waiting for
them to come in.”
After losing to SVSU by a
PLEASE SEE COACHES, All

Women’s basketball

Men’s team

struggles continue

cooled off
■ Despite their last
showing, the Lakers
are off to one of
their best starts in
history
Jayson Bussa
Grand Valley Lanthorn

As of late, the Grand Valley
State University men’s basket
ball team has been unbeatable.
The Lakers hadn’t experienced a
loss since Nov. 20. in that time
the Lakers went on a nine-game
winning streak taking its record
to 10-1 — a start that also ranks
as the second best start for a
GVSU men’s basketball tclm in
school history.
However, last Saturday the
Lakers winning ways were sus
pended at the hands of rival
Ferris State University as the
Lakers fell by a score of 88-82.
The loss gives the Lakers a con
ference record of 2-1 and an
overall record of 10-2.
In what was a game full of
long-range shooting, the Lakers
shot 22 three-pointers and con
verted on half. The Bulldogs of
Ferris State (4-10) hit on 15 of
29 three-pointers. The Lakers
ended up shooting 48 percent
from the field, while the
Bulldogs shot 52 percent.
The first half of play was
evenly matched, with a tug of
war for the lead. At one point in
the half. GVSU pulled ahead of
the Bulldogs by nine points mid
way through the half. FSU came
battling back and took a 10point lead towards the end of the
half. The Lakers chipped away
at the lead and narrowed the
margin to seven with a score of
49-42 at halftime.

The second half was con
trolled by the Bulldogs’ field
goal shooting. FSU was able to
pull ahead by as many as 13
points early on. The Lakers
spent the rest of the game play
ing catch-up, coming close to
tying the game on several occa
sions, but could not erase the
deficit and fell by six points.
Marcus Wallace led scoring
for the Lakers with 27 points as
well as six rebounds. Mike Hall
added 17 points and six
rebounds as well. Brian Arnold
came off the bench and con
tributed nine points in the losing
effort.
Before the set back against
the Bulldogs, the Lakers had
been running on all cylinders as
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference schedule
began on Dec. 4 against the
Ashland Eagles.
The Lakers’ sharp shooting
on the road proved to be too
much for Ashland as the Lakers
nailed 67 percent of their shots
from the field on their way to a
94-84 victory.
The Lakers shot particularly
well from behind the three-point
line, knocking down eight of
their 11 attempts.
Guard Courtney James led
Lakers with a double-double
scoring with 20 points and dish
ing off 12 assists.
Hall was close behind James
finishing with 19 points of his
own.
Wallace also helped out the
cause by chipping in 16 points.
On Dec. 13, the Lakers
played host to Lake Superior
State University in their second
conference game of the year.
GVSU ousted LSSU by a score
of 81-72, taking their conference
record to 2-0.
James once again led the
Lakers’ scoring efforts finishing

■ GVSU’s women’s
basketball team is
still working hard to
improve, despite last
weeks'loss
Michelle Henthorne
Grand Valley Lanthorn
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The Lakers were riding a ten game winning streak until losing to Ferris
State. They hope to resume their winning ways Thursday at Wayne State.

with 24 points and adding four
assists.
Wallace ended with 22
points, three steals and five
rebounds. Eric Chess also
chipped in with 13 points of his
own while shooting 71 percent
from the field.
The Lakers made the trip to
Quincy, Ill. on Dec. 19 and 20 to
take part in the Quincy Subway
Classic.
The Lakers started the
Quincy Subway Classic by
going against the hosting team,
Quincy, in a narrow 63-61 victo
ryBoth GVSU and Quincy
played solid first halves with the
Lakers taking a slight edge at
halftime with a 28-22 score.
The game was tied after
Quincy connected on a handful
of three-pointers, but free throws
and crucial shots sealed the win
for the Lakers as they walked
away with the win.
Melvin White led the scoring
for GVSU with 13 points. James
also added 11 points.
The Lakers moved on to the
finals where they managed to

thwart Truman State thanks in
large part to a Courtney James
scoring binge. James totaled 30
points and lifted the Lakers to a
convincing 69-53 win.
The Lakers found them
selves down by eight points late
in the first half, but rallied to fin
ish the half with a lead of 32-25.
The Lakers continued to
outscore Truman State all
throughout the second half and
won the Quincy Subway Classic
championship.
“I think he [James] is start
ing to play with the confidence
he had at the end of last year,”
coach Terry Smith said. “He’s
really helping us win games.”
James, Wallace and Hall scored
all-tournament honors.
GVSU continued their win
ning ways on the road against
non-conference St. Joseph’s
where they squeaked out a 67-66
win on Dec. 22.
The Lakers dug St. Joseph’s
a deep hole early in the first half
by going up 28-7. However, St.
Joseph’s rallied back to tie the

Laker fans once again
walked away disappointed last
Saturday, as the Grand Valley
State University women’s bas
ketball team suffered yet another
loss.
“They’re working their tails
off,” GVSU head coach, Dawn
Plitzuweit said, “but we haven’t
gotten into a rhythm yet.”
The Lakers traveled to Ferris
State University on Dec. 10, to
face No. 2 seeded Bulldogs in
their
third
Great
Lakes
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference game of the season,
and came home suffering from a
76-72 loss.
The Bulldogs were up by six
at the half, 35-29, shooting 41.4
percent from the field, and hold
ing the Lakers shooting percent
age to 37.5 percent. The Lakers
turned it around in the second

half, shooting 51.4 and outscoring Ferris by two, but it wasn’t
enough to walk away with the
victory.
“We moved the ball well and
got good shots in the second
half, and in our world, success is
based on if we’re improving, so
that was important for the team,”
Plitzuweit said. “But as a team,
we have to leam to give consis
tent effort.”
The loss drops GVSU’s
record to 3-8 overall and 0-3 in
GLIAC play, while the Bulldogs
improved to 9-5 overall and 4-1
in the conference.
Freshman Erika Ryskamp
dominated for the Lakers with
25 points on the night, grabbing
six rebounds and four assists.
Senior Julie Zeeff added 17
points, seven rebounds and put
ting up five blocks.
Senior Cori Jewett added 13
points and six assists.
“Good things happen to
those that work while they
wait,” Plitzuweit said. “They’re
putting in extra time and practic
ing hard and not giving in or
backing down. The morale of
the team is high. The chemistry
is good, and our time will
PLEASE SEE WOMEN, All
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Laker swim teams give top performance at invite
Adam Parks
Grand Valley Lanthorn

On Dec. 4 and 5, the Grand
Valley State University men
and women aquatics teams
competed at the Wheaton
Invitational hosted by Wheaton
College.
Both teams turned in strong
performances, each finishing
fifth out of eight other schools.
The Laker women's team
scored 392.50 while the men
came in with 524.00. The
women and men from the
University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee swept the invita
tional with scores of 816 and
761.50.
“The
competition
at
Wheaton was very tough,”
Laker swim coach Dewey
Newsome said. “Milwaukee is
an NCAA Division I team and
Wheaton and Hope colleges are
both Division III national
teams."
Several GVSU varsity and
freshmen records were broken
and many more qualified for
NCAA championships.
“The kids came in ready to
swim and put up phenomenal
times, 25 out of 29 athletes
achieved their lifetime bests."
Newsome said.

The men from the 200-Yard
Freestyle Relay set one of the
Laker varsity records. With the
record-setting time of 1:42.39,
the relay team of junior Dan
Felix, freshman Rob Parker,
freshman Tony Stumpo and
sophomore Josh Yavor finished
eighth overall in the event.
Another men’s relay team
set a GVSU varsity record.
Freshmen Ryan Whitsitt and
Justin Vasquez and seniors Jon
Vos and Brandon Deters fin
ished fifth in the 400-Medley
Relay. The relay team’s record
setting time was 3:32.59.
Deters also set a GVSU
record in the 200 Freestyle, fin
ishing second in the event and
clocking in at 1:41.85. Deters'
time qualified him for NCAA
“B” which places him in the top
20 in the nation for that specific
event.
Several Laker freshmen
records were also set at the
Wheaton Invitational. Ross
Perry broke a pair of records in
the 400 Individual Medley
(4:15.86)
and
the
1650
Freestyle (16:41.60). Perry
placed first and second in the
events respectively and quali
fied for NCAA “B” with his
time in the 1650 Freestyle.
“Ross’ race in the 400
Medley was simply one of the

best races we turned in for the
whole meet,” Newsome said.
Vasquez broke the freshman
record in the 100 Fly (53.26), as
did Kelli Anguilm in the 400
Individual Medley with the
time 4:58.19.
In the 200 Breaststroke,
sophomore Kelly VanDyke
qualified for the NCAA “A”
with a time of 2:28.03 and fin
ished third in the event.
Deters continued his record
setting day by receiving NCAA
“A” qualifying times in both the
50 (20.49) and the 100
Freestyle (45.94). The “A"
qualifying times gives him a
spot in the NCAA competition
at the end of the season. The
senior finished first and second
in the two events respectively.
Sophomore
Mackenzie
Mikulenas qualified for the
NCAA “B” with a 24.82 time
and a fourth place finish in the
50 Freestyle.
“Across the board I am very
pleased with our scores from
the Wheaton Invitational,”
Newsome said. “It is really
excellent for the kids to be put
ting up these types of scores
midway through the season.”
After a long break for the
holidays, the men and women
Laker aquatics teams jumped
back into the pool for the

University of Indianapolis
Invitational last weekend.
“The Indy Invitational will
give us a chance to see where
we are physically and what we
have to do for the conference
finals in February,” Newsome
said leading up to the event.
Coming off of the hardest
few weeks of practice of the
season, the Laker women’s
team finished second while the
Laker men finished third.
“We swam tired, our times
reflected the amount of work
we’ve put in over the break,”
Newsome said. “We put in long
and hard hours at practice to get
us ready for the conference
championships.”
Newsome used this invita
tional as an opportunity for
swimmers to try different
events.
Sophomore Bridget Higgs
usually swims the 200-Yard
Individual Medley, but for the
Indy Invitational, she swim the
100 Butterfly. Higgs finished
seventh in the event with the
time 1:03.71.
“This gives our medley
swimmers the chance to prac
tice different areas of what they
normally race,” Newsome said.
The
University
of
Indianapolis dominated the
invitational. Indy’s women’s

team finished nearly 300 points
ahead of second place GVSU
who finished with 551.00
points.
VanDyke placed second in
the 100 Breaststroke, timing in
at 1:08.91. In the 1650
Freestyle, sophomore Brittany
Youngquist took third place
with a time of 18:44.08, just 10
seconds off her season best.
The Lady LakerS “A” relay
teams placed third in both the
200 (1:55.08) and 4(H) (4:14.18)
medley events. The “A”
freestyle relay teams took sec
ond in both the 200 (1:43.10)
and the 400 (3:46.66) and
placed third in the 800 with the
time 8:19.00. ^
The GVSU men’s team fin
ished third overall with 479.50
points behind the University of
Evansville and the University
of Indianapolis.
Coming off of his freshman
record setting time at the
Wheaton College Invitational,
Perry took third place in the 400
Individual Medley clocking at
4:23.36. Like Higgs, Perry took
the opportunity of racing a dif
ferent event and finished eighth
in the 100 Breaststroke with the
time 1:03.70.
The Lakers placed five
swimmers in the top 10 in the
100 Breaststroke. Jon Vos

(1:02.71) came in fourth, soph
omores Sean Stallings (1:03.15)
and Yavor (1:03.66) finished
fifth and sixth. Perry placed
eighth, and sophomore Corey
Thomas (1:04.42) took ninth
place.
The men’s relay teams also
performed
very
well
in
Indianapolis. In both the 400
Freestyle (3:19.16) and the 400
Medley (3:40.14) relays, tiie
men’s “A” teams each finished
in third.
“We usually place really
well in the relays, these kids
love to get up and race,”
Newsome said. “They really
push each other in both the
men’s and women's relays. It’s
friendly competition amongst
the swimmers fighting for posi
tions.”
This weekend GVSU will
travel back to Indiana to take on
the University of Indianapolis
in a dual meet. The Lakers will
look to improve their times
from the invitational and pick
up wins on the road.
“Last year we beat them for
the first time ever,” Newsome
said, “They’re a very tough
team with some outstanding
individual swimmers, but it’s
all a matter of team depth, and
that’s something we have.”
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GVSU track and field teams off to strong start
Kevin Corbett
Grand Valley Lanthorn

While many at Grand Valley
State University were getting
on with their holiday cheer on
Dec. 15, GVSU’s Track and
Field teams were sweating their
way to a fine showing at their
First indoor event of the season,
the GVSU Holiday Open.
The men’s team registered
seven
NCAA
Provisional
Qualifying Marks and the
women’s team two.
“1 think the meet went real
well,” coach Jerry Baltes said.
The seven qualifiers for the
men is the largest amount of
qualifiers the men’s team has
ever had this early in the sea
son.
On the men’s side, senior
Boomer Hoppough and sopho

more Jimmie Freeman got their
qualifying marks in the 55meter hurdles with times of
7.62 and 7.63 seconds, respec
tively.
Senior Ben Hirdes qualified
in the pole vault with a distance
of 4.87 meters, as did sopho
more Brian Beach with one of
4.72.
Senior Joe Proulx and fresh
men John Ybarra and Nick
Natale got their marks with
throws of 16.37, 16.32 and
16.07 meters, respectively,, in
the shot put.
For the women, junior Kati
Smith qualified with a distance
of 3.37 in the pole vault.
Natalie Ewing with a time
of 17:42.33 in the SjOOO.
“Basically, we were just
working for experience,” Baltes
said. “But the qualifiers were
definitely great.”

Outside of the qualifiers, the
women’s team dominated with
wins in the 55 and 200 dashes
by April Szatkowski (7.44 and
26.88, respectively). The 400
was won by Ashley Thomas
(59.84). While Pam Treppa
(10.73) took the triple jump.
The men’s team posted wins
in the 200 by Kenny Coleman
(22.46), and the long jump by
Kirk Manchip (7.11).
After returning from the
holiday break GVSU hosted the
Laker Early Bird, held last
Friday at the Fieldhouse.
The men’s team put one
more notch in their NCAA
Provisional Qualifying Markbelt, courtesy of junior Mike
Simon’s throw of 16.90 meters
in the weight throw.
Improving on his previous
qualifying-mark time of 7.62
was
sophomore
Jimmie

Freeman, completing the 55
hurdles with a time of 7.61.
Behind Freeman in the two
and three positions were fresh
men Mike Stowe and Kevin
DeWitt, with times of 8.01 and
8.14, respectively.
Outside of the qualifiers,
sophomore Kenny Coleman
made a strong showing, win
ning both the 200, with a time
of 22.91, and the long jump,
with a distance of 7.02.
Senior Joe Proulx won the
shot put with a throw of 16.04
meters, followed by fellow
Laker, junior lan Morrison with
a one of 15.46.
The Laker’s A and B teams
finished 1-2 in the 4 x 400meter relay with times of
3:29.46 and 3:35.16.
And finally, in the last
men’s event of the evening,
freshman Bryan Boeve took the

Join the fun without alcohol and become a part of our team!
MENTORS NEEDED FOR FALL 2004/05
Whether you choose to live in one of the Passport House or
somewhere else you still have time to become a mentor...
Applications available in 102 Kirkpatrick Living Center
or go online and fill one out at www4.gvsu.edu/passp0rt
by the end of January.

Skip the Hassle of the Lottery!!!
Becoming a Passport mentor assures you a spot in our new
Passport Houses, North A and West B!!
You will have your own bedroom and top-notch facilities!
Don’t wait, fill out an application now!
FREE ACTIVITIES AND FOOD!!!!!
75% of GVSU Students drink moderately or not at all!

Ad co-sponsored by-the Lanthorn: ALERT. 331-2537. alert@gvsu.edu. www.gvsu.edu/alert
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1. Manager, Maintenance, Secdrity with Emergency Pager Mi Living On Site
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Apartments

2. Located Right Next To Campus
3. Large Well Lit Parking Lots
4 Quiet & Non-Smoking Units Available
c® tannin#

Two Bedroom Units
Spacious Living with over 1000 Sq.. Feet
Modern Kitchen and Appliances including Dishwashers
Air Conditioning
On-Site Laundry Facility
Quiet & Non-Smoking Units
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600 with a time of 1:23.32.
On the women’s side of the
track, Katie Mandziara finished
on top in the 400 dash with a
time of 59.72, as did Thomas in
the 200 with a time of 26.29.
Szatkowski managed a second
place finish in the 55 dash with
a time of 7.41.
“The main thing right now,”
Baltes said, “is trying to stay
healthy and avoid injuries.”
Baltes went on to say that
there were a few minor injuries,
but that, for the most part, the
team had come out of the meet
unscathed.
As it stands, the men’s team
has eight qualifiers for the
NCAA meet, spread throughout
the 55-meter dash, pole vault,
shot put and weight throw
events. The women’s team has
two qualifiers so far, in the pole
vault and 5000.

Sjrorts
Wation
Rich McGowan

Grand Valley Lanthorn

This year’s NFL playoffs
will be remembered for years
to come.
Three games have gone
into overtime. One of those
games went into double over
time. Overtime. Playoffs. It’s
not supposed to happen. And
it’s happened three times in
two weeks.
But as great as these over
time games have been the
most amazing display has
been by one man: Peyton
Manning.
A little less than a year ago
the Indianapolis Colts’ quar
terback was called out on
Canadian television by Colts
kicker Mike Vanderjagt.
Vanderjagt questioned
Manning’s heart, his ability to
take a team on his back and
carry it to victory in a big
game.
Vanderjagt also called out
head coach Tony Dungy for
his quiet, laid-back approach.
The usually reserved,
polite, Manning fired back at
Vanderjagt. During the Pro
Bowl Manning was asked
about Vanderjagt statements to
which Manning called
Vanderjagt “our idiot kicker,
who got liquored up and ran
his mouth.”
As much as Vanderjagt’s
comments may have steamed
Manning, they have obviously
done some good. While
Manning has turned in stellar
season after season, he had yet
turned in the same kind of per
formance during the playoffs.
And Vanderjagt wasn’t the
only one questioning
Manning’s ability to come
through in the clutch.
Since college Manning had
been unable to get the job
done at the big-time level.
Manning led the Tennessee
Volunteers to the National
Championship game in college
but lost.
Prior to this year Manning

The next meet for the track
and field teams will be the
GVSU Eubanks Open on
Friday, in the Fieldhouse Arena
at 4 p.m. It will be the team’s
last home meet until February.
“These first two home meets
help us figure who’s going to
travel in some of the bigger /
meets,” Baltes said. “It’s an yj
opportunity for our kids to
show what they’ve done over
break...hopefully, we can have
some positive results.”
When asked if he thought
there were any performances at
Sunday’s meet that particularly
stood out, Baltes said, "Were
there any great performances?
Yeah." But right now, says
Baltes, his focus is mainly on
staying healthy and priming the
team for some of the bigger
meets to come.

had been win
less in all of
his trips to the
NFL’s pastseason.
Until now.
Manning
destroyed the
Denver
Broncos in the
opening round.
Manning completed 22 of 26
passes for 377 yards and five
touchdowns. It was the third
time this season that Manning
had thrown five or more
scores — something never
done before.
His four TD passes in the
first half tied a playoff record.
When it was all said and done
Manning had a perfect 158.3
passing rating — for the sec
ond time this season.
And that was only one
game.
Last Sunday at Kansas
City, in front of one of the
most hostile crowds in the
NFL, Manning called nearly
every play from the line if
scrimmage and ripped the
Chiefs to shreds.
Manning went 22-30 and
added 304 yards and three
touchdowns to his stats as he
and the Colts will now have to
go into another unwelcoming
stadium in New England to
face the Patriots.
Regardless of what hap
pens on Sunday, Manning has
silenced his critics. Manning’s
performance is one that will
be remembered for years, even
if the Colts’ season ends on
Sunday.
With the exception of one
fumble and kneel downs at the
end of halves the Colts have
scored on every offensive pos
session.
Quick: Who is the Colts
punter?
The answer: Hunter Smith,
the man with the best job in
America right now. The man
hasn’t had to work in two
weeks. In the playoffs the
Colts have yet to punt. That
just doesn’t happen.
Manning has been one of
the best quarterbacks since he
arrived in the NFL.
Now that he has proven all
of his detractors wrong, he is
finally also one of the mostrespected quarterbacks.

Rich McGowan’s useless stats
you wish you didn’t know
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- This season, the Detroit Red Wings are 4-0
against teams that have moved to a new city in
their history.

^ Speed
Iaternet in

- The Washington Redskins are undefeated
since Steve Spurrier resigned.

Townhouses
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-(Bedroom Units
- Spacious living with over 1330 Sq. Feet
- Modern Kitchen and Appliances including Dishwashers
-Central Air Conditioning
•WASHER AND DRYER IN ALL UNITS

- Many Amenities including Basketball and Volleyball Courts,
also a Community Room

- Brian Kelly only needs 111 more victories to
become CMU’s all-time wins leader.
- Games in which Darko Milicic scores three or
more points, the Pistons are 2-0.
- Teams that lost to the Lions in the 2003 sea
son were 1-4 in their next game.
- Of the cities that have a team in each of the
four major pro sports, over the most recent, or
current season, Boston teams have the highest
winning percentage (.565), Detroit has the low
est (.375, thanks Lions and Tigers).
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COACHES
continued from page A9
defeat them 10-3 in the sec
ond round of the playoffs. Awery
pays the highest compliment by
saying "a lot of teams are work
ing hard to model their program
after Grand Valley’s.”
Interim head coach of Wayne
State University Chris Laidlaw
thinks of the Lakers as a well-

N

rounded football team which has
sprouted out from solid coach
ing methods.
“They don’t show any major
weakness,” Laidlaw said. "They
are strong everywhere, even on
special teams. It’s because their
coaches preach to them to play
hard.”

The Laker football squad can
be described in many ways, but
the overall reputation that they
have created among area coach
es is overwhelmingly positive.
In the present day, coaches con
sider a game against GVSU syn
onymous with a tough night.

and then it’s on to Hillsdale
College Saturday at I p.m. Both
are GLIAC conference games.
“They’re very good Division
II competition, but we all know
a great deal about each other and

there are no secrets,” Plit/.uweit
said. “Our goal is always to be
best we can be. Where that puts
us, I don’t know, we just build
and climb and improve as the
season goes on.”
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CINEMARK -GRANDVILLE

New Look

WOMEN
continued from page 1
come.”
The Lakers are now 3-8
overall and 1-3 in the GL1AC as
they prepare to travel to Wayne
State University on Thursday
where they will play at 5:30 p.m.
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•Early Bird Specials
•Bargain Matinees
•Student Discounts

King Crossword
ACROSS
1
4
7
11
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
24
28
32
33
34
36
37
39
41
43

1

Proscription
Tally
Barney’s pal
Venusian ves
sels
Watering hole
Easter symbol
Wash
Prompt
Competent
Impudent
Soother
Diving bird
Frost remover
Run playfully
Liqueur flavor
ing
Earring location
Pantheon
member
Summertime
pest
Entertain
17th-century
art style
Soda holder
It came to
Earth in March

2001
44
46
50
53
55
56
57
58
59

Jeopardize
Evade
Mock
Turf
Saharan
Differently
Mr. Baba
Stet opposite
Worm, often
m|i

2

3

For tickets ond showtimes visit
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MEN
continued front page A9
by as many as nine points,
but St. Joseph’s came back and
trailed by only one point with
20 seconds left.
A missed Laker free throw
attempt gave St. Joseph's the
last shot. St. Joseph’s threepoint attempt clanked out giv-

18

28

29

25

26

27

47

48

49

30

33
37

ing the Lakers the one-point
victory. Hall led scoring with
22 points while Wallace had a
double-double with 17 points
and 11 rebounds.
"I’m pleased with our
record” Smith said. “We’ve
been able to win close games

which is always a bonus.”
The Lakers will return to
action tonight as they travel to
Wayne State University. They
will then continue on to
Hillsdale for a game on
Saturday to finish off the road
trip.

41
44

50

51

Got •
News?:

52

56
59

61

10 Turn blue?
12 Oscar’s home
19 Cadence call
DOWN
syllable
1 Future tulip
21 Meadow
2 Somewhere
23 Frat party item
out there
25 Five (Fr.)
3 Bright star
26 Jacob’s brother
4 Jennings’ net 27 Anatomical
work
network
5 Apply crudely 28 Thick chunk
6 Fear big-time 29 “Dream Along
7 Early 1980s
With Me”
singer
prime-time
30 Touch
soap
8 Leaf vein
31 Plagiarize
9 Right angle
35 It’ll hold water

60 Sweet potato
61 Ashen

w>

38 Yalie
40 Disencumber
42 English homework, maybe
45 Caffeine-rich
nut
47 Carey or
Barrymore
48 Arizona river
49 Paradise
50 Civil War general Stuart
51 Chicken-king
link
52 Omega preceder
54 Poorly lit

Welcome GVSU

Students & Faculty!

3 ATMs on Campus
- Kleiner Commons
- the Commons
- the Fieldhouse
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FREE Home Banking
GVSU logo checks

and much more...
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Join today...

APPLY ON-LINE,
www.lmcu.org

www.lanthorn.com

616.242.9790

LAKE
MICHIGAN
CREDIT UNION
Whnr you and your money belong

www.lmcu.org

Monthly Ront as Low os

$167.50 per Per*
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• Spacious 1 or 2 Bedroom Apartments
• Central Air
• Coin-op Laundry
• Just Minutes Away from GVSU

• Walkout Balcony
• New Basketball Court
• Dishwasher
• Large Closet Space

Looking for 200 hundred dedicated sudent leaders
who hope to help the first year class.

Call Now

(616) 463-0100

(616)677-5270
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Ottawa Creek Apartments
,

I 1127 52nd Avc and L.ake Michigan Dr. NW
Now Loosing

Applications for new leaders are due on Monday, January 26 2004
at 5PM in the S.O.C. in the lower level of Kirkhoff

for next y«

(616)677-5270

(616) 453-9190
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What's Wrong With These Pictures?

Returning staff applications due by Friday, January 23 2004
at 5PM in the S.O.C. in the lower level of Kirkhoff
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Transitions 2004 is scheduled for August 26-29,2004
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Pictures taken January 7th, 2004 mid-day

It was 15 degrees outside when these pictures
were taken and the windows were open.
Dates to keep in mind for the process:
1/23/2004
Applications due to Student Organization Center by 5PM
2/9-2/13

Interviews with Transition Advisory Board Members

2/27

Staffanflounced in The Lanthorn

3/19

#

6-8 PM Winter pre-training REQUIRED

4/2

*

6-8PMWinter Pre-training required

GVSU Facility Services kindly reminds you,
if it's too warm in your room, turn down
the heat, not your School.

8/22

Transition Leader move in (those living in housing)

8/23-8/26

Tran

8/26-8/29

Transltio ns

Note: if you have a heating problem
please call Facility Services at 331-3000

i
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Electric
Boogaloo

New president at WCKS has big plans
said Kahn, who is in his junior
year at GVSU. “At MSU or U of
M, the radio station is a big deal,
but here it isn’t and 1 hope to
change that.”
Kahn is appearing before the
Student Senate today at 4:30
p.m. to give a presentation on
the station.
“We are doing it in the hopes
of telling them what the station
is about, what our goals are,
things along those lines,” Kahn
said. “It's hard to get the ball
rolling, but we need to advance.”
Kahn said he feels that any
student organization has to bring
in new people and ideas just to
keep at the same level they are

■ Student radio
station WCKS will
have some major
changes made
Luke Hackney
Grand Valley Lanthorn
My friends and I,
because we are stupid (a
medical term), have a bad
habit of watching movies
we know are going to be
downright awful. How
awful? Let’s take a look!
This will be part one in a
two-part series, so you’re
gonna have to put up with
this twice! Sucks to be
you!
In Your Face:
The cover of this film
features a black man with
a hand (holding a gun)
that is roughly twice the
size of my body, and he is
accompanied by a hot
chick. Neither of them are
even in the movie, which
isn't even called “In Your
Face, but rather “Abar,
the First Black Superman”
and it was filmed in the
late ‘70s.
I suppose the cover
was a marketing gimmick,
aimed at gangstas, but we
rented it, and were not
disappointed.
It is the story of a
prominent black family
that moves into a white
neighborhood, and is
harassed tremendously.
Therefore, they call in
Abar. who specializes in
taking down white
supremacists. When the
family’s daughter is being
harassed by several weird
looking white men with
William Shatner toupees,
Abar comes rolling in on
the side of a dun)p truck
(while ‘70s porno music
plays in the background).
He jumps off and
wards off the enemies
with a scries of kung-fu
moves that would make
Bruce Lee jealous. This
movie is a must-see for
anyone who hates whitey.
Eddie Eagle Presents
Gun Safety:
Any gun awareness
video produced by the
NRA is necessary view
ing, especially when it
stars a rapping eagle and
a former star of 90210.
“Eddie Eagle” tells
kids, through fatty
rhymes, when you see a
gun, to “Stop! Don’t
Touch! Clear the area!
Tell an adult!” The dance
that goes along with this
song is too cool to
describe; surpassing the
coolness of the robot and
the hustle...combined.
At one point Eddie
calls his bro Jason
Priestly (I assume he stars
in this video due to some
sort of court-mandated
plea bargain) on his Zach
Morris cellphone, and
they have a nice conver
sation about how guns are
necessary, but not for
kids.
Over The Edge:
An excellent late ‘70s
vehicle starring a young
Matt Dylan and other kids
who went on to do noth
ing else.
It is the story of the
youth of a small town,
who are so bored they
resort to shooting guns
and taking drugs.
One young lad, acci
dentally takes acid
(instead of speed) before
a test, represented by
weird keyboard music and
the camera zooms in and
out on his face and he
says, “I'm flashin'!”
When the parents hold a
meeting at the local
school to decide how to
handle the young ruffians,
the kids lock them in and
start a riot. What else
happens? You’ll have to
rent it and find out!
More next week.
Unless I forget, then the
column will probably be
about the trials and tribu
lations of oatmeal sales
men. It’s a tough world in
the Quaker Oats field...

Luke Hackney
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Josh Kahn, who took the job
as the president of WCKS this
semester, has big plans for
Grand Valley State University's
only student-run radio station.
“I think it’s shocking, or
offensive that the station isn't an
influential part of the school,”

currently at, let alone make it
bigger and better. This is why he
hopes to do as many new things
as he can.
New plans for the station
include hosting a benefit show at
the DAAC in Grand Rapids, as
well as making a compilation
album, which would feature deejay patter from various shows
from WCKS and their favorite
music.
Another idea is to put WCKS
listening stations around cam
pus.
“Anything to get people
interested," Kahn said.
Kahn is hoping to build a
community within the radio sta

tion, in the greater hope to get
more students interested in
WCKS. He hopes that the deejays of the station will begin pro
moting their shows more, by
putting up flyers. He also has
hopes that the station can put up
banners on campus.
__
“It is my hope to make the
station an integral part of student
life,” Kahn said. “I want it [the
station] to be an influential part
of Grand Valley.”
In addition to making the sta
tion bigger and better, Kahn
hopes to keep playing the types
of music he thinks they always
have.
“We play the most cutting-

edge music that’s out there,”
Kahn said. “A lot of people think
that we play things simply
because nobody else does, and
that’s not true. We play it
because it is good.”
“Most organizations, be it
political or religious or whatev
er, there’s only so many places
to go,” Kahn said. I feel that
we’re |WCKS) in a place that
has nt) limits. It’s exciting to be
part of something that is going
somewhere. I have high hopes
for the station’s future.”
One can tune into WCKS
around campus at 1610 AM or
via
their
Web
site
at
www.wcks.org.

New York City band not different Strokes
■ The Strokes are not
all other critics have
made them out to be
Luke Hackney
Grand Valley Lanthorn
First, let me tell you that the
Strokes are not half as good as
the critics say. They are not the
“Saviors of Rock & Roll,” the
greatest band in America, cooler
than slap bracelets or anything
else the press generated about
the band when they released
their debut album “Is This It” in
2001.

The album proved they were
the heirs to the NYC music
throne. It was an excellent LP
influenced by Television, the
Ramones and the Velvet
Underground, with a lead singer
(Julian
Casablancas)
who
sounded like Lou Reed crooning
like Sinatra through a broken
payphone.
The Strokes might be the
Nirvana of the “Garage Rock
Revival,” but the movement is
not that great; it’s only so big
because people need something
other than the constant alterna
tive-metal and mediocre rap
their MTV provides. Kurt
Cobain had more influence on
the music scene, more innova

tion and better lyrical chops than
Casablancas ever will.
Regardless, they are a good
rock band, and their first album
proved it.
How far could it go? How
can you top an album critics
drooled over so much you're
practically drowning jn their
saliva?
I admit, I had lost faith in the
Strokes’ future long ago, con
vinced that others should snag
their first album as soon as pos
sible and forget all about them.
After all, they weren't going to
improve in their musicianship,
which isn't bad or great either
(minus
drummer
Fabrizio
Moretti, who is so terrible they

might as well use a drum
machine). They were still going
to pillage their influences (who
are better than them), and make
a follow-up that sounds exactly
like its predecessor.
I was part right.
The things I was wrong
about, make their latest effort,
“Room on Fire,” an engaging
piece of music that draws from
the best moments of “Is This It”
while slightly tweaking their
sound in a way that makes the
album unpredictable and worth
listening to.
They are almost unable to
not write a catchy song, as if
their list of influences extends
back to Buddy Holly. Songs like

the new wave “12:51” or the
reggae-tinged "Automatic Stop”
(with the witty lyrics “So many
fish there in the sea/I wanted
her/He wanted me") prove this
much. They still manage to keep
the grit of way-too-loud distort
ed guitars and Mick Jagger
influenced snarls while main
taining a pop edge, something
the Ramones did and bands like
Sum 41 and Blink 182 wish they
could do.
They are not the greatest
thing music has to offer, but this
is a solid effort from a band that
surprisingly knows exactly what
it is doing to please both fans
and critics.
'

Film ‘Big Fish’ larger than life
Brent Mata
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Tim Burton brings us into
the fantastic world of Edward
Bloom, a man who retells his
life as an imaginative, over
exaggerated tale. His use of lav
ish settings and colorful effects
carries the strange tale into
charm whereas, left in the hands
of any other director, would be a
blatant lie. With a long line of
gothic films and dark stories,
“Big Fish” allows us to actually
see the depth of Burton's cre
ativity.
Edward Bloom (Albert
Finney) is a very sociable man,
easily likable and friendly.
However, his estranged son
William (Billy Crudup) who
hasn’t spoke with his father in
years, found his stories an insult,
as if Ed Bloom didn't want the
real “Ed Bloom” to surface. But
as you follow the tale being

retold to William, you see that
even though his father takes cre
ative liberty on his life, he never
hides the man he was, and the
man he's become.
William tries to make a con
nection with his father as he is in
his final days of a terminal can
cer.
He begins to try and piece
together' tne fionesty in the sto
ries and discard the lies. Edward
recollects how as a young man
(played by Ewan McGregor) he
wanted to see the world, that
there was something waiting for
him out there. In his town he felt
like he was a big fish in a little
pond, never enough room to
truly grow.
So. after a short conversation
with a Giant named Karl, the
two hit the road to find what is in
store for the two of them.
Edward’s life brings him in con
tact with a witch, whose eye
shows you how you die and a

couple days in the hidden town
of Specter, where everyone is
perpetually happy and the
famous poet Norther Winslow
(Steve Buscemi) has decided to
spend the rest of his days. He
also uncovers a carnival led by
the ringleader Amos Calloway
(Danny DeVito) and were
wolves, aren’t so bad.
Hejtyscovers (ho love of his
life can make time stand still,
fights secret missions in WWII
and befriends Asian conjoined
twins. He also makes men rich
and rebuilds lost towns and
spends his days on the road as a
salesman. But the biggest act is
trying to reconnect with his son.
“Big Fish" has a magic to it
that allows us to realize the story
being told is to wild to be true
and still wish it was without
feeling foolish. The romance
between Albert Finney and
Jessica Lange comes off very
real and still there is a quiet
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Courtesy of killermovies.com

Big Fish is Tim Burton’s latest incarnation where a man tries to understand
his father’s past by reliving childhood stories he was told.

grace that falls on every charac
ter's encounter with the young
and old Ed Bloom. “Big Fish”
has been getting Oscar con
tender nods for a w hile and dual
ly lives up to them. It is a feature

that audiences can enjoy on
many levels, and still bet
touched by the genuine emotion
that is magnificently portrayed
by a cast bigger than life.
Grade: A

januafV
30

2004

Register Online at —
www.studentlife.gvsu.edu/signmeup
Faculty 4 Staff
are welcome to register.
You do not need a Sibling
to join in on the fun!

.

.

°«iceotyby

asTn WJ*u,e
Proton
** Un,

»Ha
For more information log on to www.events.gvsu.edu

<

Luke Hackney Arts and Entertainment Editor
arts Co lanthorn com

GRAND VALLEY ULNTNGIN
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Counselor’s Corner

continued from page A 7
"dumb jocks,” said Kuh in
an interview with The Chronicle
of Higher Education. In fact, the
survey reports that freshman
athletes are more likely to par
ticipate in active and collabora
tive learning than students that
do not participate in sports.
Senior and first-year student
athletes also perceive the cam
pus environment to be more
supportive than non-athletes.
On the grades spectrum, 41
percent of freshmen and seniors
said they earn mostly A’s and 42
percent said they earned mostly
B and B+. A mere 3 percent of
respondents indicated getting
C’s or lower.
NSSE has been administer
ing its survey for colleges for
four years. The 2003 report is
co-sponsored by The Carnegie
Foundation
for
the
Advancement of Teaching and
the
Pew
Forum
on
Undergraduate Learning.

New Year's Resolutions by Laurie Dix, MSW Intern
With the new year upon us,
most people look forward to the
coming twelve months with
hope and a sense of renewal,
full of possibilities. Common
resolutions people make are to
lose weight, end procrastina
tion, get organized, and to make
a
difference
somehow.
However, most people are over
ly ambitious with the changes
they want to make or are uncer
tain of how to get going in the
right direction.

resolution in terms of a direc
tion in which to move, instead
of a set goal to be accom
plished. For instance, if you
want to lose weight, set forth in
the direction of striving toward
a healthier lifestyle, to explore
ways of living healthier. And if
your goal is to make a differ
ence for others, set out to
become a person who connects
with others and understands that
even the littlest effort can make
a big difference.

This year, why not try a differ
ent way of looking at fulfilling
your resolutions? Think of your

Find information on your spe
cific resolution from the library,
experts in the field, the internet.

and others whom you see as
having experienced success
with your goal. Keep your
mind open to options and
explore various techniques or
approaches to get you on the
right path. There is always
more than one road that will
lead you to success. Be reason
able and break your resolution
down into small, manageable
parts. Consider it an experi
ment!
Perhaps, even try a new
approach or technique each
month until you find the one
that works best (or maybe sev

MONTE’S
DAILY HAPPY HOUR

The Lanthorn
is looking for
photogra
phers

MONDAY-FRIDAY 4PM-7PM

DRII1K SPECIALS I LIUEI11USIC

eral together work best). Write
down your resolution and put it
up where you can see it—on the
fridge, in your bathroom, beside
your bed. Keep the wording
affirmative, as in “I am becom
ing healthier daily,” "1 have
much to offer,” etc. And use
your imagination to visualize
success on your new path.
On your journey, you can most
likely benefit from the support
of friends and family, or the
Wellness Center, Counseling
Center, Health Center, Campus
Ministries, Campus Life, EAP,
United Way, or a host of other

services available both on and
off campus. Don’t set yourself
up for failure and expect to do it
all on your own. We all need
assistance at times and there’s
no shame in asking for help or
guidance—it’s the best way to
ensure you have someone
cheering you on to success.
It takes time and especially sup
port to change old habits and
begin a new lifestyle. Add
information, courage, and per
severance, and you can experi
ence success with those new
year’s resolutions, making them
last all year long!

JO'TOOLES*
^ PUBLIC HOUSE
f

......................... ^

Hours of Operation
MONDAY-FRIDAY 11AM-2AM

Irish Night
Anything IRISH $3.00
Shots
Guinness
Green Beer

SATURDAY 11AM-2AM

Tuesdays

jnnuARY

$2 EVERYTHING
9-11pm

Sophomore
standing and
two photo
classes
required

21 The Green Room
28 The Unit

Wednesdays
$1 Domestics
& Well drinks
1/2 off everything else
9-11:30pm

Apply at:
100 Commons
in the
Lanthorn
office

SUNDAY 12PM-2AM
Open for LUNCH DAILY

Car Bombs

I4tted menu until 1am every night of the week
Happy Hour from 4*7pm Mon-Frl

3*

DffllCE music
Thurs, Fri, Sat

Wednesdays

Sundays are Bloody Mary Sunday's
and get $4.00 Burgers & Fries until midnight
$3.00 Bloody Mary Bar ALL Day & ALL Night!
Over 60 Sauces, Mixes, and Spices to choose from!

Top 40, Dance Remix
& Progressive Dance

GOOD FOOD GOOD PEOPLE GREAT BEERI

438 BRIDGE nUI
GRflnD RRPIDS

448 BRIDGE NW
GRAND RAPIDS

«8

The restaurant is a perfect setting for relaxing and entertaining family
and friends. The restaurant's full-service menu
features snacks as well as lunch and
dinner fare.

Come in to try the New Menu during January and receive 10% off your guest check with this ad

4645 W. Campus Drive

Winter Hours
Tuesday-Friday 11:00am-8:00pm
Saturday 4:00pm-8:00pm
Closed Sunday & Monday

Allendale, Ml 49401

All major credit cards are accepted.

(616)895-1010
r
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What's on tap: Events Calendar
Thursday, January 15
• 7:30 a.ni. to 9 a jii. —
GVSU Toastmaster’s Club
• 10 aan. to 2 pjn. —
Campus Leadership Fair at
Kirkhof
• 6 pjn. to 7 p.m. — AA
meetings on campus at Cook
DeWitt
• 6 p.m. to 9 pjn. —
Campus Leadership Fair at
Fieldhouse
Friday, January 16
• 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. —
Student Organization
President’s Workshop at
Kirkhof
• 8 pjn. to 10 pjn. —
GVSU Faculty Jazz Octet at
PAC
• 9 pjn. to 2 ajn. — Meet
the Student Organizations at

Laker Late Night at Kirkhof

March and speaker starting
at the Zumherge Library

Saturday, January 17

Tuesday, January 20

• 9 ajn. to 1 pjn. — Adult
CPK class at Fieldhouse
• 9 pjn. to 2 ajn. — Laker
Late Night at Kirkhof
• 9 pjn. — RHA Semi
Formal at Kirkhof
Sunday, January 18
• 2 pjn. — FREE
MOVIE: Pirates of the
Caribbean at Kirkhof
• 10 pjn. - FREE
FLICK: Ali
Monday, January 19
• Noon — “Get Buff for
Break” Registration at the
Fieldhouse
• 1:45 pjn. to 3 p.m. —
Martin Luther King Jr. Silent

Lantbomdu in 'su cdu

Lantoons

• 9 ajn. to 4 p.m. — The
Leadership Attitude and the
Negativity Trap seminar at
Kirkhof
• 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. — AA
meetings on campus at Cook
DeWitt
Wednesday, January 21
• 3 p.m. — Excellence in
Leadership Workshop
• 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.— Asian
Student Union Meeting
• 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. — AA
meetings on Allendale campus
and downtown campus
• 10 p.m. — FREE
FLICK: Ali

Top of the week: Top 10 movies
1. The Lord of the Rings:
The Return of the King (PG-13)
Elijah Wood, Sean Astin
2. Mona Lisa Smile (PG-13)
Julia Roberts, Julia Stiles
3. Something's Gotta Give
(PG-13) Jack Nicholson, Diane
Keaton

4. The Last Samurai (R) Tom
Cruise, Ken Watanabe
5. Stuck on You (PG-13)
Matt Damon, Greg Kinnear
6. Elf (PG) Katie Asner, Will
Ferrell
7. Bad Santa (R) Billy Boh
Thornton, Bemie Mac

8. The Haunted Mansion
(PG) Eddie Murphy, Terrence
Stamp
9. I,ove Don't Cost a Thing
(PG-13) Nick Cannon, Christina
Milian
10. Honey (PG-13) Jessica
Alba, Mekhi Phifer

— King Crossword —

See word
games,
All

Answers

GVSU Students Travel to Antarctica
WANT TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE POLAR
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM....
INFORMATION MEETING

C-17 Landing on the Ice

Joel Matsco, 2003 Intern, at
McMurdo Station

January 21,2004
11:30am
PAD 308

The Polar Internship Program
*

Gain Real World Experience in a Very Different World

*

Work alongside Antarctic Staff

*

Support Science on the Ice

*

Develop a Special Project

*

Earn Money and College Credit

*

Be part of a Diverse Team of Fellow Interns

Who Can Participate?
*

Undergraduates, desiring Internship Experience

*

Graduates, seeking Internship Experience before Grad School

For More Information Contact:
Science and Math Deans Office
PAD 312
Phone: 616-331-2261
E-mail: smalleyc@gvsu.edu
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Ad Rates for Students,
Faculty and Staff

an ad: $2.00 extra. Deadline is 10
a.m. Monday for that week's issue.

Classified rates for students,
faculty and staff: First 20 words, $3
minimum charge, then 15 cents per
additional word, payable in
advance.
To boldface, underline, italicize
or capitalize words in your classi
fied, add 10 cents per word. To box

Phone, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-331-2460, or
leave a message on our afterhours answering machine. Fax
number is 616-331-2465. Office
hours:
9-4, Monday through
Friday.

Birthdays
Employment
For Sale
Housing
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Notices
Personals
Roommates
Services
Wanted

Standard of Acceptance
The Grand Valley Lanthom
reserves the right to edit or reject
any advertisement at any time and*
to place all advertisements under
proper classification.

Advertising
Classifications:
Automotive

Commercial Rates

Advertising Deadlines

Classified word ads:First 20
words, $6 minimum charge, then
20 cents per additional word,
payable in advance. To boldface,
italicize or capitalize words in your
classified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad:
$2.00 extra.
Classified display rate is $8.75 per
column inch.

The copy deadline for classified
advertising is at noon on Monday;
classified display advertising dead
line is 10 a m. Monday. Bring or
send your copy to the Grand Valley
Lanthom, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in
advance, thank you, until credit is
established.

FOR SALE
The Lanthorn is currently look
ing for cartoonists, writers and
distribution staff for the upcom
ing school year. For more infor
mation and an application, stop
by the Lanthorn at
100
Commons or e-mail business@lanthorn.com.(tf)

BE SMART
Don’t rent, OWN. 2 bedroom mobile
home for sale. Great condition. Less
than 1 mile from campus. MUST
SEE! 616-617-4946
Must Sell mobile home 1982 Victori
an 14x70 with 10x30 expand. 2
Bedroom, 1 large bath, newer car
pet, new stove and refrigerator,
wood floors, near GVSU. $8,000 or
make offer. Call Chris, 616-8938201. (1/29)
Queen size waterbed with woodhead board. $150. 810-814-3721 (if)

BIRTHDAYS
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just 15 cents per word,
$3 minimum, paid in advance at the
Lanthorn office, 100 Commons.
Deadline is noon Monday for that
week’s issue (tf).

AUTOMOTIVE
’95 Dodge Avenger es 2-Door. Sun
Roof, Leather, Fully Loaded, 94K
Mi,
Red
Beauty,
Excellent
Condition, $3,900 OBO, 616-2493361 (1/22)

Get your
news!
Every
Week

News Tips

WANTED
Musician Wanted - Drummer want
ed for Pop/Rock Band, for more
information call (616) 363-1696, ask
for Kerry. (1/15)

The Grand Valley Lanthorn editorial
staff appreciates your news tips and
story ideas. Please help us make
news available to the public. E-mail
your tip to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)

FITNESS
Exploding health/fitness com
pany with major expansion
seeking energetic individuals.
Flexible hours. $$$. (10.99).
(616) 554-6012. (1/22)

Bartender Trainees Needed $250 a day potential.
Local
positions.
1-800-293-3985 ex.119 (12/4)

293-2066.
Room available. Price negotiable at
Country Place Apt. 4 bedroom 2
bathrooms. Call 616-399-2302.
Male only. (1/22)

Shop the friendly community of

Writers
Get published and get paid. The
Lanthorn is seeking essays, very
short storied, poetry and opinion
columns that relate to campus
issues and themes. Humor pieces
especially wanted. E-mail the editor
at editorial@lanthorn.com (tf)

Allendale
Serving GVSU students, faculty and staff with top quality goods and services.
This directory sponsored by area merchants and the Allendale Area Chamber of
Commerce, aacc@allendalechamber.org, or phone 616-895-6295 ext. 22
111

Large House for Rent: Four bed
room in Northwest G.R. Nice neigh
borhood,
only
minutes
from
Downtown campus. New washer,
dryer and dishwasher, $800/month.
Call 616-454-3035 (1/15)
Roommate Wanted
4 bedroom 2 bath house. 1445
Robinson Rd. GR Private Bedroom.
Share rest of house $350 616-7748408, 616-634-0227. (1/22)
APARTMENT FOR RENT - 2 Large
bedrooms. Lots of living space.
52nd Ave. just south of Lake
Michigan Dr. $650/includes every
thing except electric. Call 616-4573232 (1/22)
For Rent: 2 bedroom 1 bath apart
ment in Robinson Township. Some
furnishing included. Heat and
Electric
included.
Asking
$550/month 616-844-1295 (1/22)
3 blocks from GVSU downtown.
Clean 2 bedroom townhouse style
with off-street parking. Call for
details 616-957-8968. (1/29)
The largest and best priced
townhomes in the area! High
Tree apartments are located
only 1/4 mile from the main
entrance of GVSU. See ad for
details or call 616-243-7511.

Get paid for your opinions! Earn
$15-$25 and more per survey!
www.paidonlineopinions.com
(12/4)

Allendale Eye Care

Food and Fun
H . on TT
Bridge Street

Sleep

Hcro;sDuli^iiul Cnieriny

Inn & Suites

CONGRA TS GVSU National Champs!

CHAMPIONSHIP SALE
11301 Commerce Rd.
1st Rd. west of McDonalds
www.allendaleeyecare.com

INN

Over 20 varieties of subs, salads and...

BY

CHOICE

Delivery Available-$25 minimum
We also cater any event or gathering!!

Tues. - Wed. Specials
Buy One Sub Get $2 Off the Second
Fri, Sat, Sun. Tailgating Packages
615 Bridge St NVV
Phone: 458-9822
Fax: 458-9823
GVSU Student Discount With ID

MONTE'S

!
!

contact Thresholds at 616/774-0853

j

ext. 214. EOE/AA Employer
SUMMER
MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Student Painters is looking for indi
viduals who are interested in gain
ing management experience. Great
resume builder. No experience nec
essary however must be hard work
ing. Last summer the average
internship paid $10,000. Territories
going quickly. Hired first come, first
qualified basis. All management
positions have been filled except for
the Grand Rapids and surrounding
areas. For more information call 1888-839-3385 (1/22)

LOST & FOUND
Lost and Found ads are FREE for
the first insertion!! 25 words maxi
mum. Email lanthorn@gvsu.edu

PANAMA
CITY
BEACH
FL.
“SPRING BREAK** World Famous
Tiki Bar! Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort 800-488-8828 www.sandpiperbeacon.com "The Fun Place"
(2/26)
Spring Break Panama City Beach
FL. Summit Luxury Condos. Next to
Lavela & Spinnaker Clubs. Owner
discount rates. (404) 355-9637.

Min. 4 box purchase

$ 68

IncL Frame,
Plastic Lenses, dr
Case u>/ purchase
°fyr- Supply C.L.

Country Cupboard
HOME COOKED MEALS
*.r

V

Our weekly circulation
of 9,500 is distributed
to the Allendale campus
and the downtown campus

GVSU Student Discount

HMUHUimtHIl!

BEST PARTY WTOVlW'

10% OFF Mondays Tuesday

Specials
Monday
64oz. pitchers, domestics $4.50, imports & micros $7.50
Tuesday
$2 Tues. from 9-1 lpm. Any drink you want for only $2
Wednesday
College Night-Si domestic beers, $1 well drinks
Half off everything else from 9-11pm
Thursday,Friday,Saturday
High Energy Top 40 Dance Music

gQ-

---- West of Allendale campus
on Lake Michigan and 60th

jIjj

mBBMMMRMRMA
>xw;..r
X'thmrr'-

■■I

fPhysiotllerapy Assoc\ates

Hours
Monday thru Friday 4pm-2am
Saturday 8pm-2am

438 Bridge St NW
774-5969

We have a 98% student
readership and a 93%
faculty/staff readership.

Choose where you want to receive
Your physical therapy treatments
Out of town Physician's referral accepted

(616)

895-4770

"Sports Injuries
*Rehabilitation
*Back Pain/Headaches

Wednesday Irish Night Anything Irish $3.00
Shots-Guinness-Green Beer-Car Bombs
Sunday- Bloody Sundays $3 00 Bloody Mary
Bar all day and night! Over 60 Sauces. Mixes
and Spices to choose from!
•$4.00 Burger and Fries 'til Midnight!
•Live Music

Scott MacDonald, PT
Laurie Zawila, MSPT

11301 Commerce Dr. Suite B

Allendale, 49401

Open for lunch daily, and our full menu is
served daily unlil 1:00 am

Allendale

448 Bridge St. NW

BIG
ANNOUNCEMENTS

$ 18/uox

Restrictions may apply
with some insurances
Expires 4/30/04

616-892-8000

Monday thru Sunday I lam-2am

3 Bedrm 2 Bath Townhome Kentwood 72nd/Division - $800/mo
- Garage, washer/dryer Hookup Call toll free for Specials: 866-3635430 www.wmpmonline.com (1/22)

BACK-UP
GlASSES
Start

GVSU STUDENT ID
MI Q'D POK MT< IAI
DISCOUNTS

HOTELS

DISPOSABLE
CONTACTS
Start

895-9550

I In: an.ViMii F;ii;i:S;inilwii:hTI;i<:i:

Good Food-Good People-Great Beer!

!
i
i
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O’Toole’s Public House
Home Support Aides: Part-time
throughout Kent County with children, adolescents or adults with
developmental
disabilities
and
behavioral challenges. Job duties
involve recreational and domestic
activities, role modeling, behavior
modification
and
implementing
behavior treatment plans. Assisting
with self-care may be needed. Pay
rate: $8.20/$9.15. For information,

www.lanthorn.com

■■■

For Rent: Large newer home. 4
bedroom, 4 bath, 4 stall garage. 3.5
miles from Allendale campus. 4-5
Responsible students. Non smok
ing, no parties, no pets. Call 616-

Now Serving GYROS!

EMPLOYMENT

>/

\

O'cflFE

Gourmet and SpecialtyPiz2a-Pasta-Sandwiches
-Salads and MORE1

Free Delivery within area, $12.00 order
minimum.
66j Bridge St. NW Phone 451-1887 Fax 451-8326

•

Communications

616-895-9911
www.altelco.net

Basic Telephone Service
Long Distance (no monthly fee, 9.9 cents/minute)

High Speed DSL

Grand Valley State
University is a huge,
potential market!
Call Amanda
Advertising
Representative at
331-2462
for more information.

(as low as $29.95/mo)

ALLENDALEsUPPlY,

TAVERN
MUSIC& SPOTS

INC

roAtoi&twm COfTi

LlUC music f1HD SPIMTS
7 mcfiTs 4 mi is

(2/12)

HOUSING

AlKfiMTIK - MUG - ftOCft ADD fiOll

NOTICES

JENISON TOWNHOUSE
2
Bedroom,
1
1/2
baths,
washer/dryer, central air, dishwash
er, quiet, 616-667-1210, 616-4540754,616-457-3158 (1/29)

READERS CAUTION
Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)

Student Organizations

STSTRAVEL.COM
Join Amerna'i # I Student Tour Operator

CAMCUH
ACAPULCO
JAMAICA
BAHAMAS
FLORIDA

The Grand Valley Lanthom offers
student organizations to promote
themselves through free announce
ments published as Club Notes in
the Laker Life section. E-mail your
information, 150 word limit, to lanthorn@gvsu.edu(tf)

OKh mon tw om 10 2#tm
mi - sun 7pm to 2«m

2)5-05)1

661 5MD« St nw

New Orleans Shaved Ice
*120 Flavors of Shaved Ice’
Famous Street Hot Dogs
Hot Pretzels,Cotton Candy,Sodas
...and MORE'!!
Open Hon thru lhurs. 11am 10pm
Fri thru Sat. 11am lam Late Night1
Sun. 12pm 8pm
60S Bridge St. NW. J Mocks west of 131

5455 Auto Ct. Suite A (616) 895-4364
•

1

Resolution
Friendly

PERSONALS
Sell Trips, Earn Cash, Go Free!
Now Hiring On-campus Heps

Call for group discounts

ML□

Tell your lover you love ’em. Wish a
friend good luck. Lift someone's
spirit. Put it in writing. Make it public.
Lanthom Personals are a great way
to let someone know you care. Call
616-331-2460 for more informa
tion, (tf)

TRAVEL M
SERVICES

1-800-648-4849 / www.ststravel.com
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Lobby Shop

Kirkhof Center
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Riding High
with
Laker Pride
Top: Laker fans rush the
field after the football
team clenches the NCAA
Division II National
championship.
Bottom left: Lifelong
Laker fan, Baby’s name,
raises his hands in cele
bration as he watches his
team beat the Fighting
Sioux
Bottom right: A North
Dakota flag is torched in a
post-game celebration.
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Now Leasing
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Hillcrest
Country Place c
Townhouses
Apartments

895-6060

895-6006

Country Place

\

$50 Laundry Card included in Rent
Free Wireless Internet
4 Private Bedrooms/2 Full Baths
Central Air/Dishwasher
Stove/Refrigerator/Garbage Disposal
Cable/Phone Hookup
10507 48th Avenue, Allendale, MI
(Located across from the Meadows Golf Course)

CALL TODAY!! (616)895-6060

Louie the Late)
Hillcrest
Townhouses
For leasing
information inquire
at Hillcrest
Townhouses Building
A by the Mailboxes
FOR 2004/2005
Call Today: (616)895 6006

REWARD

^Louie the

4 Bedroom

FULL SIZE
WASHER

3 F loors

«%rhom'
com'aickonhisinw
’%f>> (nilt your name to win f°ur i

1600 sq. ft.
( entral A/('

DRYER

Laker on our web#J'

2\ Bath

Dishwasher

IN EACH

( able/Phone

TOWNHOUSE

X Internet Hookup

lecinemark theatre in ^
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